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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the problem. The purpose of this thesis 
is to construct a workbook of exercises to improve the 
ability of ninth grade students to receive ideas in organ-
ized patterns and to give ideas in organized patterns. 
Definition. The term organizational pattern as used in this 
thesis refers to the various blueprints or plans used by 
speake.rs or writers to present their ideas;. It is 11 a means 
of developing the thought or topic. nl 
Other terms used in the thesis are defined as follows: 
Main idea-details pattern: A main idea is 
explained or described by a list of details. 
Time pattern: Events are given in the order 
in which they happen. 
Comparison-contrast pattern: The likenesses or 
differences between ideas are pointed out. 
Conclusion-proof pattern: A result, a main idea, 
is supported by statements·· of fact. 
Opinion~reason pattern: A result,· a main idea, 
is supporte.d by statements of opinion. 
Fact: That which has actual existence.2 
lE. A. Cross and Elizabeth Carney, Teaching English In 
High Schools, (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1950), p.276. 
2websterTs Collegiate Dictionary, Fifth Edition, 
(Springfield, Massachusetts, G. & C. Merriam company, 1951), 
p. 296 <> 
Opinion: Belief stronger than impression, less 
strong then positive knowledge. 
Exposition: Discourse that explains. 2 
Narration: Discourse that relates a story.3 
Description: Discour~e that presents a picture 
of sense impressio~s.~ 
.Argu.rrBntation:. Disco~se that attempts to 
convince and persuade. 
Scope: This workbook contains exercises to be used to 
3 
develop organizational skills in reading, writing, speaking, 
and listening on the ninth grade level. It preseeds from 
classification exercises of five organizational patterns: 
· main idea-details 
time 
comparison-contrast 
conclusion-proof · 
opinion-reason. 
Identification of these patterns is reg~ired in reading and 
listening exercises. The student must organize his own 
thoughts according to these patterns in speaking and writing 
assignments .. 
The workbook is designed to allow the student to pro-
ceed at his optimum pace. He is encouraged to correct his 
l r · Ibid., P• .:J89. 
2Alfred H. Hitchcock Composition and Rhetoric, (New 
York: Henry Holt and Company, 1930), p~l. 
3Idem. 
4Ibid., P• 48. 
_!)Ibid., P• ~J .. 
work following each exercise. Progress Tests enable the 
student to evaluate his performance. Optional Related 
Activities are provided for enrichment of faster learners. 
However, the teacher might assign a particular Optional 
Related Activity when a student needs additional practice 
in the skill covered by that activity. 
Material for the workbook is original or has been 
adapted from: 
1. Eighth grade science textbooks. 
2. Eighth grade social.studies textbooks. 
J. Books estimated to have lower than 
ninth grade vocabulary. 
4e Articles with teenage appeal, from 
newspapers and magazines. 
5. Jobsheets~ units and workbooks on the 
junior high school level. 
Limitations: 
The following limitations to this workbook are to 
be noted: 
1. The exercises in the workbook are designed 
for the ninth grade only. 
2. The vocabulary is estimated to be below 
ninth grade level. A readability formula 
has not been applied. 
J. The workbook has not been evaluated. 
4. The workbook! s effectiveness ultimately depends 
on the use that is made of it. 
1Kenneth H. Hansen, High School Teaching (Englewood 
Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1958), p. 235. 
5 
Justif-ication: 
Bayles defines learning as development of insight, 
11 a sense of, or feeling for pattern. 111 The Gestalt theory 
of learning emphasizes learning the 11 form~ pattern, ar-
rangement or configuration •.• the grouping of parts as 
they are apprehended to form wholes. tt2 According to the 
Gestalt point of view the pattern rather than the separated 
parts should be learned first.3 
According to Bond and Bond the ability to organize 
ideas in the pattern of the writer materially aids reading 
comprehension4 and Dimnet calls comprehension 11 the first 
and essential step in reading. 115 Center and Pearsons 
define reading as: 
11 thinking in pattern of the writer t s 
thought •.• (Therefore) efficient readers 
read more bapidly because they know these 
patterns." 
lwilliam A. Fullagar, Hal G. Lewis, Carroll F. Cumbee, 
Readin~for Educational Psychology (New York: Thomas Y. 
Crowell Company, 1958), p.~8. 
2william Clark Trow, Educational Psychology, (second 
edition: Cambridge, Mass.: The Riverside Press co·., 1950), 
p. 379. 
3Alice Crow, An Outline of Educational Psychology, ("Ames, 
Iowa: Littlefield, Adams & Co., 1958), pp. ~5-146. 
4Guy L. Bond and Eva Bond, Developmental Reading in High 
School (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1956), pp. 85=E6. 
5Ernest Dimnet, The Art of Thinking, (A Premier Reprint, 
Greenwich) Conn.: Fawcett Publications Inc., 1959), p. 137. 
6stella s. Center and Gladys L. Pearsons, Teachers' 
Manual and Key to Workbook, Experiences in Reading· and Think-
ing, (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1944), pp. 2-3. 
Smith agrees that: 
11
.Among the silent reading skills which junior 
and senior high school students need to develop 
(is) .: •• reading to organize.u.L 
·'TI 
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Bond and Bond believe further that a£>ili ty to grasp the 
pattern of thought in a passage enables the reader 
11 to retain for a longer period its salient 
points. This is among the more important 
and usable of the reading techniques and 
will aid the student in achieving a higher 
power of comprehension. It is therefore, 
an important aid to effective study.tt2 
They also point out that 
11 liiigh school student scores on GB.ch stand-
ardized tests as sub-test 3 in the Iowa 
Silent Reading Comprehension battery of 
tests ••• indicate that there are many stu-
dents in the high schools for whom more 
instruction in reading' for the purpose of 
organizing the material read, should be given. 11 3 
Witty confirms this observation. Specifically referring to 
the junior high school developmental reading program he states: 
11 Ability and skills that often require 
further refinement or development in~lude 
•.• Organizing Ideas and Materials. 11~ . 
lnora v. Smith (Chairman), Co1umission on the English Curri~ 
culum of the National Council of Teachers of English, The English 
Language Arts in the Second$ry School (New York: Appleton-
Century-Crofts, Inc., 1956), p. 173. 
2Bond and Bond, op. cit ., p. 85. 
3Ibid. _,p. 86. 
4paul Witty, 11What Experiences, Activities and Materials 
Are H~lpful in a Developmental Reading Program" 11 Improving 
Reading in the Junior High School, Arno Jewett, editor 
(Proceedings-Df Conference, December 13-14, 1956, Department 
of Health, Education and Welfare, Secondary Sc~ools Section, 
Bulletin 1957, No. 10, Washington: Government Printing Office, 
1957), P• 56. ~ 
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Hook cites the f'am.i'liar complaint of' teachers in 
departments other than English, that students lack organ-
ization in their writing~ some teachers pref'er objective 
tests to the essay tests f'or this reason. Hook would 
have the English teacher tthelp students to organize their 
thoughts . 11 They should teach 
11 that a piece of' writing should be primarily 
about one thing and should be arranged 
according to some kind of' pattern. tt I 
LaBrant~ Marcus and Steinberg recognize the need to 
develop: 
11The ability to organize data into prescribed· 
patterns or f'orms of' written comrr:runication. 11 2 
After investigating studentsr reactions to current 
of'f'erings in English, the warren Project reported in 
regard to speaking: 
11 Neglect in most classrooms., according to the 
pupils, are such important rhow-to~do-itr 
skills as •.. how to organize ideas.tt3 
Hookts f'irst topic f'or consideration by English teach-
ers ttunder the heading of' writing and speaking 11 is 11 organiza-
tion .n4 
lJulius N. Hook, The Teaching of'. High School English 
(New York:: The Ronald Press Company, l9SO), pp. 244-245. 
2Lou LaBrant, Fred Marcus and Erwin R. Steinberg, 
11 N53eded Research in Lang;uage Expression11 Areas of' Research 
Interest in the Language Arts, (A Research Bulletin of' the 
National Conf'erence on Research in English~ Chicago: 
:National Council of' Teachers of' English, 1952), p. 10 • 
• 
3oli ve s. Niles and Margaret J. Early, 11 .Adjus ting to 
Individual Dif'f'erences in English, tt Boston University Journal 
of' Education, CXXXVIII (December, 1955), pp. 58-59. 
4Hook, op. cit.~ p. 36. 
8 
Smith points out that an important listening tech-
nique to be taught is to ttlisten for the organizational 
pattern of the talk. ttl 
Hook asserts that listening to a speech or a repabt to 
understand its organization has double value for the student. 
11 They learn to give intelligent summaries of 
what they hear •.• (and) they become increas-
ingly conscious of the need for organization 
in. order to assure clarity in their own 
speaking and writing. . .• students who 
have been taught to listen for the organi-
zation of a talk tend to comprehend it 
rather well. 11 2 
Anderson points out that 11patterns are much alike tt 
in reading and listening· 11 the receiving ends of the communi-
cative process. n3 Actually as Russell and Gunn state: 
ttThe language arts reinforce one another ••• 
. The youth who writes a good paragraph learns 
to recognize good paragraph structure in 
another's work ••• A child or adolescent 
can grow in reading by writing, speaking, 
and listening .u4-
1smith, op. cit., P• 271. 
2Hook, op. cit., PP• 220-221. 
3Harold Anderson, IINeeded Research in Listening 11 , 
Areas of Research Interest in the Language Arts, op. 
cit., P. 32. 
4navid H. Russell and Mary Agnella Gunn, Manual for 
Teaching Windows on the World, (Boston:·Ginn and Company, 
1956)' p. 39. - --
9 
Because of this interrelationship among the language 
arts Townsend believes that: 
11 Certainly ·anyone seeking to build a 
rich language program should be en-
couraged to use material ... ~ drawing 
on several rather t~an just one of 
the language arts. rt 
1 Agatha Townsend, ttrnterrelationships between Reading 
and other Language Arts Areas, 11 InterrelatioTIJiliips Among 
The Language Arts (A Research Bulle tin of the National 
Conferenc,e on Research in En3,lish_, Champaign, Ill.: 
National Council of Teachers of English, 1954), p. 18. 
CHAPTER II-REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEtv OF RELATED RESEARCH 
Introduction. This writer has found two workbooks of exer-
cises in paragraph patterns that are most significant to 
this thesis. They are analyzed in detail in this chapter 
because of their extensive and recent research into this 
somewhat specialized field. Their combined research pre-
sents thirty-two different sources of pattern identification. 
An investigation· of the twenty sources, common to both 
studies, gives evidence that the findings of one writer 
seems to support the validity of the findings of the other. 
Also reviewed in this chapter are two recently pub-
lished sources of pattern identification and two experimental 
studies in·organizational skill on the secondary level. 
workbooks. Hallt s workbook was written to help junior high 
school pupils see relationships between ideas and to grasp 
the author 1 s plan in their reading:.;.~_1 White t s workbook 
presented exercises to develop skill in recognizing patterns 
of orggnization in reading material for high school pupils.2 
Both were developed as an instruction aid in reading. 
Both studies investigated books of rhetoric, textbooks, 
iLKathryn H. Hall, 11Exercises in Paragraph Patterns· for 
Junior High Schooltt (Unpublished Masterts thesis, Boston 
University School_of Education, Boston, 1954), p. l 
2Robert Louis 1,-lhite, 11Exercises in Paragraph Patterns 
for senior High Schooln (UnpublishedMasterrs thesis, 
Boston University School of Education, Boston, 1955), p.l. 
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study-type workbooks, books on the teaching of reading and 
unpublished materials. From twenty-five such sources Hall 
identified the following paragraph patterns: 
patterns Found Number of Sources 
l. Enumeration . . . . . . . . 23 
2. Comparison-contrast . . . . 20 
3- Illustration-example. . . . . . 15 
4- Time . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 ;;. Result-cause . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
6. Repetition . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
7. Definition description . . 10 
8. Climax . . . . . . . • 9 9. Spatial . . . . . . . . 8 
.10. Conclusion-proof • . . 5 
11. Question-answer . . . . 4 
12. Opinion-reason . . . . . . 3 
13. Problem-solution . . . . . . . 2 l 
From twenty-seven similar (and' often the same) sources, 
White identified the following fourteen patterns: 
patterns Found Number of sources 
1. Enumeration . . . . . ~ 20 
2. Comparison-contrast . . 20 
3- Illustration. . . . . . 16 
4- Cause-effect. . . . . . 14 ;;. Time . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12 
6. Repetition. . 12 
7 .. Definition. . . . . . . . . . 12 
8. Spatial . . . . . . . . . . 8 
9. Logic . . . . . . . . . 7 
10. Climax . . . . . . 6 
11. Opinion-reason . .. . 6 
12. Conclusion-proof. . . . . . . . . 6 
13. Question-answer . . . . 4 2 14. Problem-solution. . . . 2 
The similarity of the s.tudies is obvious~ In the important 
patterns identified in previous research, the two writers 
lKathryn Hall, ~· ~it., 25 
2Robert Louis White, op. cit., 24. 
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differ, generally, only in semantics. Hall extends the 
definition pattern to include description which after all 
is essential to the definition pattern. She also includes 
11 example 11 in her identification of the illustrative pattern. 
Hallts result-cause pattern is termed cause-effect by White. 
However, Hhi te explains this pattern as an attempt by 
the author 11 to ma.ke the reader see what has caused, what 
is~ the reason for, a result. ttl It seems to this writer 
that Hallts result-cause terminology is less ambiguous. 
The only major discrepancy between the two findings is 
the identification of a logical pattern by White. In the 
text of his thesis White does not define this pattern pre-
cis ely, but he does group several patterns such as time, 
space and climax under a general heading which he calls 
the·. sequence pattern, the type of paragraph 11 that is 
developed by some logical order.tt2 
Excepting the logic pattern addition by White the 
only disparity between the t1.;ro wri ter:S:t;: findings in the 
twenty studies investigated in common is in terminology. 
For example, both analyzed stella Centerts The Art of 
B~ok':'Re.ac1l.igg~3 Both agreed that Center cited the following 
patterns: time, illustration, repetition, conclusion-proof, 
question-answer, opinion-reason, and problem-solution. 
lrbid., 19. 
2Ibid., 18. 
3stella s. center, The Art of Book Reading, (New York: 
Charles Scribner 1 s Sons, 1952:T 
Hall claimed that in addition to these Center also iden-
tified, enumeration, comparison-contrast, definition-
description~ and climax. On the other hand White cited 
Centerrs identification of the logic pattern. Actually 
Center identified and defined the following patterns: 
1~ Question-answer 
2. Repetition 
3. Conclusion-proof 4. Opinion-rea~on 
5. Problem-solution 
6. Fusion of details: 
description -~ 
7. Contrast ~~ 
8. Specific instances ~" 
9. Free association 
10. Events in sequence * 
11. Systematic organization 
of related detailsl 
In this writerls opinion Hall was justified in identifying 
the four patterns not cited by White, because the defini-
tions of the Center classification marked with an asterisk 
by this writer, agree with the commonly accepted under-
standing of the patterns of enumeration (specific-instances), 
comparison-contrast, (contrast)~ definition-description 
(fusion of details: description) and climax (events in 
sequence usually leading to a climax) .. 
Throughout this study White seemingly hesitates to 
give credit to a writer for identifying a pattern unless 
the writer conclusively sets forth a precise definition, 
closely paralleling Whiter s own definitionw Because of 
this fact, Hall cites 117 pattern identifications to White's 
107 citations in the twenty sources both investigated in 
·common.2 Whiters citation of the logic pattern in Center's 
lrbid.j 25-48. 
2This figure discounts the four logic patterns cited 
by White in these twenty common sources of patterns because 
in all other pattern identification of previous research 
there is general agreement between the two writers. 
classification naturally is derived from Centerts eleventh 
classification - systematic organization of related details 
which Center defines as u a systematic arrangement of dis-
parate facts, bringing together those that seem related in 
some way, perhaps by logical kinship of time or space 
as.sociation. ttl This definition parallels White t s inferred 
definition of his logic pattern mentioned above. It is 
the opinion of this writer that Hall is justified in not 
separately classifying the so-called logic pattern for two 
reasons. First, such a classification implies by its very 
terminology that there are illogical patterns. second, it 
is conceived as a catch-all classification that may combine 
several sequential or enumerative patterns. Because such 
a paragraph often defies the obvious classification of a 
dominant pattern, the student is invited to surface analysis 
Of paragraphs. Since all well written paragraphs a:re logi-
cal, many students will pigeon-hole almost all paragraphs in 
the logic pattern. Therefore in this writer 1 s opinion the 
logic pattern does not merit separate classification. 
The following works were investigated by both Hall 
and White to determine the most common classification of 
paragraph patterns. There was general agreement in their 
findings except for the minor disparities noted above. 
lstella s. Center~ The Art of Book Reading. op. 
cit., 46. 
16 
Brooks~ Cleanth and Robert F. warren~ Modern Rhetoric. (New 
York: Harcourt, Brace and co., 1949). 
Burnham, Philip. Basic Composition, Book 1. New York: Scott, 
Foresman & Company, 1949. 
Button, Nellie. Creative English~ Boston; Ginn and 
Company, 1935. 
Canby, Henry Seidel and John Baker Opdycke. Handbook of 
English Usage. The Macmillan Company, 1942. 
Center, Stella s. The Art of Book Reading. New York: 
. Charles Scribnerts Son~ 1952~ 
Center, stella s. and Gladys L* Persons. Problems In 
Reading and Thinking~ New York: The Macmillan--
Company, ---r9"41.1 · 
cunningham, Robert N. and Frank w. cushwa, Reading, 
Writing and Thinking, New York: Charles Scribner 1 s 
Sons, 19~ 
Gainsburg, Joseph c. and Samuel I. Spector. Better 
Reading, New York: Globe Book co., 1943. 
Genung, John Franklin and Charles Lane Hanson. 
Composition and Rhetoric, Boston:· Ginn and 
Company, 191s-;-
Hanson, Charles Lane. Two Years 1 Course in English 
Composition, Boston: Ginn and Company, 1912. 
Herzburg, Max J., Florence Guild and J. N. Hook. 
Better English, Boston: Ginn and Company, 1952. 
Hit©hcock, Alfred-N. High School English Book, New York: 
Henry Holt and co:;-1923. ----
Hook, J. N. The Teaching of High School English, New 
York: The Ronald Press co., 1950. 
John, Mellie. Building Better English, Evanston, 
Illinois: Row~ Peterson and co., 1951. 
1This is the third book in a three book series 
called Re~ding and Thinking. Hall groups the three 
books as one source. 1fj'hi te cites only the third 
book in the series. 
17 
McCullough, constance, Ruth Strang and Arthur E· Traxler, 
Problems in the Improvement of Reading. New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, l9Ij]) .. 
Salisbury, Rachel. Better Work Habits, New York: Scott, 
Foresman and co., 1932-.---
Salisbury, Rachel and J~ Paul Leonard. Thinking in English, 
Book II, New York: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1940. 
Tanner, William M. Correct English, Boston: Ginn and 
Company, 19 31. 
Tressler, J. C. English in Action, Books II and III. 
Boston: D. C. Heath and Co., 1940. 
Tressler, J. C. and Marguerite B· Shelmadine. Junior 
English in Action, Book II. Boston: D. C. Heath 
and Co., 1941. 
In addition to these works, Hall found pattern class-
ification in the following sources: 
Butler, Forest C. Easy Steps in Outlining, Unpublished 
Masterts Service Paper, Boston University School 
of Education, Boston, 1952. 
Johnson, Roy I., M. A. Bessey, and R. L. Lyman, The English 
W6rkshop, Books I and II, Boston: Ginn and 
company' 1939. 
MacDonald, Avis. Exercises for Organization of Reading 
Material in the Social Studies. Unpublished Master's 
Service Pape~Boston University School of Educa-
tion, Boston, 1946. 
Skahan, Mary G. Improving Reading Comprehensio~n the 
Social studies. Unpublished Master's Service Paper, 
Boston University School of Education, Boston, 1945. 
Thomas, Charles Swain, Myra A. paine and Nellie~­
Ensweiler. English for Junior Americans, Book II. 
New York: Longmans, Green and Company, 1941. 
White found additional pattern:c:classification in the fol-
lowing sources: 
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Allen~ Robert and Emma Harvey, The Mastery of English, Book I. 
Chicago: John C ~ Winston Co .. , 1925. -
Brown, Rollo~. and Nathaniel Barnes. The Art of Writing 
English. New York: American Book company-,-1913. 
Bryant, Margaret and Florence Guild. Better English, Grade II. 
Boston: Ginn and Co., 1953. 
Chapman, Lucy and Thomas Qauley. Language Skills, Grade 9, 
Chicago: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1948. 
DeBoer, John. Building Better English, Chicago: scott, 
Foresman and Co., 1940o 
Ferris, Florence and Edward Keener. Learning Essential 
English, Grade 7, New York: Laidlaw Brothers, 1945. 
Marriner, John E. Handbook of English, Book I, Chicago: 
Harcourt, Brace and Co~ 1948. 
Both writers used twenty of the same patterns in which 
there is general agreement in their findings. Hall investi-
gated five additional sources; White investigated seven 
additional sources. White does not cite Hall and there is 
no evidence that either writer was aware of the other's 
findings in these investigations. If thllissis true, addiG 
tional value is given to the cumulative investigations 
because each tends generally to support the validity of 
the findings of the other. 
After examining content-subject textbooks on the 
grade levels for which their workbooks were written each 
writer detftrmined that the following patterns were the 
most useful and clearly defined: 
White2 
(Senior high school) 
Enurner at ion 
Comparison-contrast 
19 
(Junior high school) 
Enumeration 
Comparison-contrast 
Time 
Question-answer 
Conclusion-proof 
Sequence:: Time, Logical, Spatial 
Definition 
Climax 
Both agree that enumeration and the comparison-contrast 
pattern·should be incorporated in a workbook on both levels. 
Hall confines her workbook to the time pattern while White 
includes this as a subdivision with logical and spatial pat-
terns under the general heading, sequence pattern~ Hall's 
question-answer pattern and White's definition pattern are 
quite similar. White gives as an excellent eKample of the 
definition pattern, an article written on democracy. 11 The 
author would endeavor to make the reader realize what democracy 
is .n3 Hall's example of the question-answar pattern is a para-
graph defining the Great-Horned Owl. Also Hall e:ro.p:hafu:i:l.s that 
in some question-answer patterns, the question is indirect 
ttwi thout any visible question marks. n4 Hall's conclusion-
proof pattern and White's cause-effect pattern are similar 
almost to the point of identity. All sentences prove the 
first or topic sentence in Hall 1 s conclusion-proof patte~n.5 
.
1Kathryn H. Hall, op. cit., 25. 
2Robert Louis White, op. cit., 24. 
3Ibid., 38. 
4Kathryn H. Hall, op. cit., 42. 
· 5rbid., 54. 
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Whiter s 11 cause and effect pattern is attempting to make 
the reader see what has caused, what is the reason for, 
a result. 111 
Therefore, the only real disparity between the 
selection of patterns chosen for workbooks to be presented 
on the two levels is Whiters inclusion of the Climax pat-
tern. In his 11 suggestions to the Teachertt, White defines 
five of the six patterns in the workbook. He does not de-
fine the climax pattern,. but he does define the sequence 
pattern as a paragraph ttdeveloped by some kind of order, 
such as time, space or order of im.portance 112 (underlined by 
this writer). In his wor~book White defines the climax 
pattern as a paragraph that presents items ttusually arranged 
from the least important to the most important. However, 
sometimes a writer will reverse this and arr~nge them from 
·the most important to the least important • 11 3 Obviously 
White has drawn a very thin line ( if any) between the 
logical subdivision of the sequence pattern and the climax 
pattern. In any event, Hall employs neither the so-called 
logic pattern or the sequence pattern in her workbook so that 
White definitely has one additional pattern in his workbook. 
lRobert Louis Whit~, ~· cit., 38. 
2Ibid., 37-40. 
3Ibid., 79. 
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Although Hall does not include the spatial pattern in her 
workbook, White classifies this not as a separate pattern 
but as a subdivision of the sequence pattern. 
The t1-JO workbooks are built similarly. Both present 
simple exercises in classification; getting the main idea, 
and. identifying the pattern taught.,· They differ principally 
i~ the writing assignments. Occasionally the White workbook 
demands the writing of a short composition upon specified 
subjects to illustrate the student's command of a pattern. 
The Hall workbook often demands precis exercises in which 
the student must write a telegram in a specified number of 
words upon a paragraph illustrating a certain pattern. The 
s.tudent also is requested to identify the pattern. 
These theses are analyzed in detail in this chapter 
because they are most. significant to this project not only 
for their simplicity of constructional method to each other 
and to this project but, principally for their extensive 
I'esearch into this somewhat specialized field. Since the 
White thesis is only four years old and the Hall project 
is but a year older and since organizational patterns in se 
·as an instruction aid:~ ... e not the most popular topic, the 
combined review of research is most valuable. 
Two Further sources: Since 195$.,'Wll:n.en the White study was 
compiled,this writer has found only two works that identify 
22 
paragraph patterns.. One is a college composition textbook 
and the other is a textbook on developmental reading. 
The first by Johnson, '?Schalekamp and Garrison ident:h-
fies the following patterns: 
Development by details 
Development by comparis.on or contrast 
Development by analogy 
Development by example 
Development by definition 
Development by proof 
Development by cause and effect. 1 
The second textbook published since the White study is 
strang and Bracken's Making Better Readers. 2 Since these 
writers quote .Stella Center's li.sting of paragraph patterns, 
cited in both the Hall and White studies and further analyzed 
in this project, the Strang-Bracken work attempts no new 
pattern identification. However, it is most valuable 
because it is the first text the writer has found which 
presents a visual concept of paragraph patterns. 
The following tables of patterns were compiled by 
Henry s. Bissex to serve as guides for pupils to discover 
the structure of paragraphs they meet in their reading. 3 
lRoy Ivan Johnson, Marie Schalekamp and Lloyd A. 
Garrison. Communication, Handling Ideas Effectively. 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1956), 136-147. 
2Ruth Strang and Dorothy Kendall Bracken, Makin~ . 
Better Readers. (Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 19 7). 
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FIGURE l 
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Adapted from Ruth Strang and Dorothy Kendall Bracken, 
Making BetterReaders, D. C. Heath and Co., Boston, 1957. 
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Experimental studies. Both White and Hall cited several 
stud~es dealing with developing skill in organization. ¥ost 
of' the experimental studies were conducted on an elementary 
school level and all tend to show that the organizational 
skill workbook tested~ is an aid to the improvement of' 
organizational skills. Two experimental studies conducted 
, on the secondary school, and specifically created to 
evaluate pupil ability to organize paragraphs are those of' 
Ricy and Gilbride. 
The purpose of' Rice t s thesis was to construct a test 
of' high school students 1 ability to organize paragraphs 
and 
"to evaluate the test in terms of' curricular 
validity, internal validity of' the itt~m.~~ 
and validity of' the test as a whole accord-
ing to the criterion of' 1ompositions written 
by the students tested.tt 
Through an investigation of previous research, the 
f'ollow-ing f' ive premises were established: ( l) the ability 
to organize can be identif'ied; (2) the ability to organize 
can be acquired; ( 3) it is important to teach organization 
of' paragraphs; (4) the ability to organize can be measured; 
(5) it is desirable to measure the ability to organize 
paragraphs. 
lJohn weeks Rice. ttThe Construction and Evaluation of' 
a Test of' the Ability of' High School students to Write 
well-Organized Paragraphs It.( 'IU.tlpublished Master Is thesis' 
Boston University SchoOl of Education, Boston, 1950\,78. 
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The complete test -was administered to _a group of' 208 
students~ for the preliminary study of validity and the 
test on coherence -was administered to a group of 80 stu-
dentsa Both tests -were administered in a small independent 
college....:preparartory school. It is concluded that the 
scores tton the test on coherencett ·do not reflect the stu-
dents t ability to write coherent paragraphs., -while the 
composition scores on ano:\iher tes.t do reflect such ability. 
An interesting inference may be drawn from one of the 
writert s suggestions for further study in which he calls 
for an 
11 investigation to determine whether teachers 
of English desire a test of studentst abil-
ity to analyze, as distinguished from a test 
of ability to write, well-organized 
paragraphs. nl 
The most valuable contribution to this paper, it 
seems to this writer, is not found in the proof of the 
thesis (i.e., a test to determine ability to write -well-
organized paragraphs), but rather in the investigation 
of previous research which established the five premises 
mentioned above. 
The purpose of Gilbridets study was to construct 
and to evaluate a· diagnostic test f'or the measurement of 
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the ability of seventh-grade pupils to organize para-
graphs.l A careful analysis was made of the textbooks 
andpourses of study to determine what aspects of organ-
ization skills are taught generally at the seventh-grade 
level and.therefore should be covered by the test. From 
the analysis, the follo~dng organization skills were 
selected for test items: 
1 .. Ability to detect lack of organization 
in a paragraph. 
2. Ability to edit a paragraph lacking 
organization .. 
J. Ability to recognize main topics in 
groups of topics. . 
4- Ability to arrange supporting topics 
in order. 
5. Ability to arrange sentences in -correct 
order to develop the topic sentence. 
6. Ability to select the topic sentence 
from groups of related sentences. 
7 .. Ability to rearrange subordinate 
sentences according to chronological 
spatial, or logical sequence.l 
The test was administered by four teachers to 247 
unselected seventh-grade pupils in a city school. 
some of the most significant conclusions are: 
1 .. There is a wide spread of ability to 
organize paragraphs. 
2. Individuals of high intelligence show 
greater ability t0 organize paragraphs. 
J. some pupils of low mental ability can organize 
as well as some whose intelligence is indi-
cated to be high. 
. lDorothy Mary Gilbride. ttThe Construction and Evalua-
tion of a Test to Measure the Ability of Seventh-Grade Pupils 
to Organize Paragraphs_, 11 (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston 
University School of Education, Boston, 1950). see Appendix A. 
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4·. That an individual pupil does not use each of 
the skills measured, equally well. 
5: That an average of 48.2% pupils can recognize 
lack of order in a paragraph; but an average 
of only 26.6% can correct it. 
6. That an average of 47.9% pupils can recognize 
the main td~a; but only 23.2% can rearrange 
the minor ideas correctly. 
7. That an average of 19% pupils can rea~range 
sentences in correct sequence to develop a 
topic sentence. · 
8. That an average of 44•7% pupils can identify 
topic sentences, but only 38.8% can subordinate 
the developing sentences correctly. 
9. That the test items are highly objective; no 
alternative items are feasible. 
10. That the test has a· significantly high 
reliability of .898. 
These conclusions are significant to this thesis .. 
Since effective.writing and speaking, and efficient read-
ing and listening necessitate a well-organized mind~ the 
major purpose of. this workbook is to improve organiza-
tion in ninth-grade writing and speaking~ and recognition 
of organization by ninth-graders in reading and listening. 
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summary: 
Because of their recent ~nd extensive research , 
into this rather specialized field, this chapter presentsy 
a detailed revie~ of t~o workbooks of exercises in para-
graph patterns. Hall identifies thirteen patterns from 
twenty-five sources. White identified fourteen patterns 
from twenty-seven sources~ They investigated twenty 
sources in common. The minor disparities in their find-
ings usually seem to be caused by a difference in termin-
ology. This conclusion is made after a comparison of the 
two writers' pattern identification from a common source 
and then an investigation of the source itself. The 
disparities are minor and could be attributed to Whitets 
hesitancy to credit pattern identification in some sources 
where there is the least connotation of vagueness. Whitets 
logic pattern seems to be not an important pattern in this 
study of sources. In general the findings of one ~riter 
seems to support the validity of the findings of the 
other. 
Ea~h writer chose what seemed to him the most 
clearly defined patterns for his workbook~ .An anal,Ysis 
of the meanings of their patterns indicates that 
the only real difference in the selected patterns 
·:r!'1:_'"" :,'·· tf . 
is Whitels addition of a climax pattern. 
Both w-orkbooks are analyZt:ed for structurE? and a:pe 
found'to be quite similar in con~tru~tion. Both wer~ 
studied in detail because of their :relatively reoent · 
contribution to this somewhat specialized field. 
Two further scmrces sf patterns have been pub""'~ .. 
lished siuc,e the White study. The Strang,.Braoke:n 
work· is particularly valuable for its presentati.on 
of the Bissex visual concept of paragraph patter:as. 
White and Hall cited several ex:p eri:tn:Emtal stud'ies 
in general organizational skill often- on the elerne-;m:ta:ry-
level but neglect to mention the Rioe and Gilbride 
e::gperimental studies on the secondary level that deal. 
spe-cifically with measuring pupil abi'li ty to erganize 
paragraphs. The Gilbride and Rice ·studies give evi""' 
dence that workbooks of organizational exer-~ises have 
value .. 
I 
-·;..···,. 
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CHAPTER III 
Preface: 
Patterns of the Workbook. 
After studying several source books that identify 
patterns of organization3 the writer has decided to con-
fine the workbook to the following patterns: 
1. MAIN IDEA-DETAILS - The main idea is supported, 
expanded and enlarged upon by specific details. 
Reason for inclusion: It is the most commonly 
used pattern. Many patterns often classified 
separately can be included in the main idea-details 
pattern. 
2. TIME - The order in which events happen. 
Reason for inclusion: It is another common pattern. 
Almost all sources of pattern classification iden-
tify a chronological pattern. Also it is Basily 
defined, recognized and is readily found in narra-
tives and history texts. 
3. COMPARISON-CONTRAST; - Two objects or ideas are 
compared for similarities or contrasted for 
differences. 
Reason for inclusion: Contrast similarly is an 
oft cited pattern and is rather easily taught. 
Often the comparison pattern is groupedssepar-
ately but the distinction between the two al-
though precise, is somewhat hair-splitting on the 
ninth grade level. Therefore the writer feels 
justified to make the distinction between com-
parison and contrast patterns, teach that differ-
ence in classification exercises and then allow al1 
other exercises of comparison or contrast to be 
clazsified under the combined heading. 
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4· CONCLUSION-PROOF - A r·esult is supported by state-
ments of fact. 
5. OPINION-REASON - A result is supported by statements 
of opinion. 
Reason for inclusion: Although some sources, of 
pattern identification do not identify either the 
Conclusion-proo~ or the Opinion-reason patterns, 
it seems to this writer that these patterns present 
an ideal medium for teaching an essential skill, 
distinguishing between fact and opinion. For this 
reason these patterns are included in this workbook. 
NOTES TO THE TEACHER: 
11 By taking pleasure in the symmetry and .unity 
of a symphony, a sunset, a picture, a vase, 
or a chair, the student grasps the r·elation-
ship between a clear-cut design and the 
conveying of an idea. And it follows that 
they then see that their own ideas must be 
organized before they can be pa:rsed over 
from the writer to the reader .. tt 
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Basic to the successful construction of any edifice 
is a blueprint, an architect1s organized plan which is 
followed by the builders so that the finished structure 
is complete, unified and orderly. Basic to success in 
the language arts - reading, writing, speaking, and 
listening - i~ the recognition by the pupil of a blue-
print, an orderly arrangement of ideas. As an architect, 
when writing and speaking, the pupil must organize his 
own ideas for presentation; as a builder when reading 
and listening, he must receive and organize ideas from 
others. It is the purpose of this workbook to stress 
t~e importance of' a blueprint or a pattern of organiza-
tion in reading and writing and to indicate its equal 
value in speaking and listening. 
Motivating Activities. The following suggestions are 
made for introductory activities before using the work-
book. 
Janna Burgess, ttThe Use of pattern in Teaching 
composition, 11 College English, IV (April, 1954), 414. 
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1. The teacher might place a large number of coins 
or buttons on his desk. Each pupil might be given 
an opportunity to inspect the objects. Then the 
teacher could ask the class, 11How can these objects 
be placed in an orderly arr angerrent? 11 The answer 
might be according to color, shape, material, value, 
etc. The teacher might list these patterns on the 
chalkboard. 
2. On the bulletin board the teacher might display 
blueprints with pictures of large buildings, bridges 
and highways. A pattern magazine (such as McCallt s, 
Simplicity, etc.) is a good display to illustrate 
pictorially a pattern and a finished product. 
J. At random he might ask ten students to write their 
names on the chalkpoard. Then he asks, 11How can 
these names be placed in an orderly arrangement? 11 
Answers such as by alphabetizing, sex, longer 
names, first or last, etc. could be written on 
the chalkboard and labeled ttpatterns of organi-
zation.11 
4· ~art of the class might be asked to stand and 
the entire class could be asked to seat these 
members in an orderly arrangement. suggestions 
such as according to size, sex, ability to see 
or hear may be listed on the chalkboard as 
patterns of organization. 
5. The teacher could ask if anyone has bought a pair 
of shoes within the last two months. Then one 
of the responding pupils could be asked, 11How 
did the shoe-fitter find your particular size 
and style among the hundreds of shoe styles and 
sizes in the store? could you easily find your 
style and size without help? How was he able 
to go directly to the box containing your parti-
cular size and style?tt The fitter knew the 
pattern of organization of that shoe stock. 
6. On the chalkboard the teacher may write: 
The Four Language Arts 
Writing 
Speaking 
Reading 
Listening 
The teacherr~might ask the class to classify two 
as giving ideas and to classify h.ro as getting 
ideas. He then might bracket these classified 
thus: 
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Writing ) Giving Ideas 
Speaking ) 
Reading ) t· 
Listening) Get ~ng Ideas 
He then could explain that all ideas, whe.ther given 
or gotten, must be conveyed through some pattern 
of organization by the giver and that pattern must 
be recognized by the getter. He then might bracket 
all thus: 
Writing ))Giving Ideas 
Speaking 
) 
) 
) 
R~adin¥ )Getting Ideas ) L~stenlng) ) 
patterns of 
Organization 
This concept of the interrelationship of the four 
language arts and the dependency of all upon pat-
terns. of organization could be strengthened by a 
chalkboard diagram. See Figure 4 on next page for 
a suggested diagram .. 
Testing 
The writer has found no published standardize(d ... test 
that measures only ability to organize. Dorothy M. 
Gilbride t s 11Test to Measure the Ability of Seventh 
Grade Pupils to Organize Paragraphs 11 is suggested as a 
pre-test and as a possible final evaluation. This test 
is included as an Appendix to this thesis .. 
WRITING READING 
X PATTERN OF ORGANIZATION 
SPEAKING LISTENING 
LANGUAGE ARTS 
FIGURE 4 
DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING INTERRELATIONSHIP OF THE 
LANGUAGE ARTS AND THEIR DEPENDENCY UPON 
PATTERNS OF ORGANIZATION 
FIGBRE 5 
CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM AND 
STUDENT MADE DISPLAY 
ILLUSTRATING PATTERNS 
OF ORGANIZATION 
Below the chalkboard diagram (see Figure 4) students 
in one of the writerts classes displayed posters as sug-
gested in the Optional Related Activities. The large 
poster on the left is titled 11 0rganizing is Important.tt 
It shows a dress pattern next to a picture of the finished 
dress; a blueprint next to a picture of a house; a cake 
recipe next to a cake; disassembled parts next to the 
finished piece of equipment. The small white poster in 
the center contains in celluloid bags the separate 
chemical components of a match. The newspaper para-
graphs are student selected examples of main idea-details 
and time patterns. 
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To The student 
Have you often seen this mark 1 on your co:mposi tion 
papers? Have you listened to a good story on T.V., heard 
every word and couldn't remember what happened?.' Have you 
had trouble reading yoUr history or science because you 
couldn•t 11 get 11 what the author meant you to ttgettt? Have 
you been fearful of giving a formal talk in class because 
you were afraid'you would forget much of your talk? If 
the answer is ~ to any one or all of these questions, 
this workbook can help you, on condition that you really 
study and try to help yourself. 
success in re~ding and listening &ep~nds in.part upon 
your seeing a blueprint· or a plan of the writer or speaker • 
If you see the plan by which the writer or speaker develops 
his ideas, you will learn and remember more easily. 
Similarly success in writing and speaking depends upon 
your ability to organize your own ideas according to a blue-
print or plan. The blueprint or plan which the writer or 
speaker uses to develop his ideas is called a pattern of 
organization. 
There are several ways by which a writer or speaker 
can organize his ideas. In this workbook we will study 
only five. 
.·;1'1 
They are: 
I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
MAIN IDEA-DETAILS 
TI:ME 
COMPARISON-CONTRAST 
CONCLUSION-PROOF 
V. OPINION-REASON 
purpose: The purpose of this workbook is to give you 
practice in receiving ideas in organized patterns and 
in giving ideas in organized patterns. 
Everything that is made is put together according 
to a pattern. For example, parts of a chair - legs, 
arms, back, seat, nails and screws - have little use 
if they are scattered about. But if these parts are 
grouped together to make a chair, something of greater 
value than mere parts has been created. see Figure 1 
on the next page. 
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The same principle applies to ideas. When ideas 
are unconnected and scattered, they have little meaning. 
But when scattered ideas are collected and organized 
into a pattern, they have far greater meaning. 
scattered parts 
parts Organized In o A pattern 
FIGURE 6 
ILLUST ATION OF THE L~ORTANCE OF 
0 GANIZATIONAL PATTERN 
4.5 
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There are many examples of patterns of organization. 
Did you ever notice the pattern of a leaf? How about pat-
terns of wallpaper? Patterns for dressmaking? patterns 
(recipes) for cooking? Patterns for making model airplanes? 
The pattern of a baseball teaml s b:atti:Ug order? How many 
kinds of patterns can you name? 
Well this ~orkbook will introduce you to five patterns 
used by writers and speakers to organize their ideas~ There 
are many, many more patterns of organizing but the~e are 
five really important ones. If you learn these five patterns 
well, your marks in all subjects should improve •. 
From what you h_ave read thus far write in. the space 
below your answer to this important question. How can this 
workbook in language arts improve my marks in other subjects? 
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Let's begin improving our marks in English, social 
studies, math~ science and all the other subjects. 
Good luckl 
P.ART ONE 
AN INTRODUCTION TO PATTERNS OF ORGANIZATION 
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I MAIN IDEA-DETAILS PATTERN 
Def'inition: 
The main idea is explained or described by a list 
of' details. 
Example:· 
Underline the main idea in the f'ollowing list of' 
words. 
dimes 
money 
half' -dollar 
pennies 
dollar bills 
nickels 
quarters 
You should have underlined money. Did you? 
Now we shall organize this list into a main idea-
details pattern. 
money 
pennies 
nickels 
dimes 
quarters 
half' -do 11 ar s 
dollar bills 
main idea 
detail 
detail 
detail 
detail 
detail 
detail 
The main idea, money, is explained and described by a 
list of' details, the coins and bills. 
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Exercise One and Exercise Two will help you under-
stand the main idea-details pattern. 
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Exercise One 
Finding'the Main Idea 
Find a word from the list below which belongs at the 
top of each box. Write your answer on the dotted line in 
each box. The first one is done for you. Check your 
answers with the answer key. 
building dishes noises states 
c.lothes fowls regions taste::? 
colors furniture seasons tools 
days grains shapes trees 
directions months sports vegetables 
' I 
trees •••• a .• • d •••• ~ ••••••• g ............. 
-
palm June southward 
spruce January upward 
fir May westward 
b ••.•••.••••• e • . . • • . • . • • • h ........... 
gander hotel bitter 
rooster cottage sweet 
drake prison sour 
c • • • • • • • • • • f ••... • ....• l •••• •· ••••• 
wedge stool scarlet 
square desk brown 
circle stove grey 
' 
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I 
J • • • • • • • • • • n .. · .......... r ......... • • 
wilderness Monday buzz 
desert Friday nicker 
plain Tuesday hoot 
k ••••••.•• * 0 • ~ • • • . • • • • s • • . • . • • • • • 
ax plate Nebraska 
spade cup New York 
plow bowl Ohio 
l .......... p ............ t ............ 
spring sweater baseball 
summer sombrero skating 
autumn jacket shooting 
m. ............ q •••••••••• Check your 
answers with 
rice squash the answer 
corn cabbage key· 
wheat beet 
Exercise Two 
Thls exercise also illustrates the main idea-details 
pattern. 
Underline the main idea in group b and c. na_tt is done 
for you. 
a.red b. weekdays c. catcher 
blue Friday outfielder 
color Monday player 
green Sunday pitcher 
purple Tuesday short stop 
In the following groups, the main idea is not given, 
You write the main idea at the head of each column. The 
first one is done for you. 
d • .Actors 
Marlon Brando 
Kirk Douglas 
·Jack Lemmon 
Gary Cooper 
Cary Grant 
f. 
e. 
hockey 
baseball 
football 
track 
tennis 
St •. Bernard 
dachshund 
terrier 
Irish setter 
collie 
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In the answer space below, list the details that 
illustrate the main idea. Do not list a detail that 
does not belong. 
g. round shape 
Main idea 
flat 
detail 
heavy 
detail 
oblong 
detail 
shape 
detail 
square 
detail 
black 
detail 
h. rain weather 
Main idea 
snow 
detail 
fog 
detail 
weather 
detail 
shining 
detail 
blue 
detail 
suxmy 
detail 
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Check your answers with the answer keya 
Before continuing see Optional Related Activity One 
on page 227. 
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II TIME PATTERN 
Definition: 
In this pattern events are given in the order in which 
they happen. 
New Term: 
Chronological refers to events in the order in which 
they happen. Therefore chronological order is a time pattern. 
Sequence refers to events that happen one after the 
other. Events given in sequence would be given in a time 
pattern. 
Anytime you hear a story or tell one yourself, a time 
pattern is probably being used. The Table of Contents of 
your history book is probably in a time pattern. Many 
examples of this pattern are found in the text of your 
history books. Most stories that you read are written 
in the order in which events happen. 
Example: 
If you were asked to list your school years in order, 
you probably would arrange them like this: 
kindergarten 
grade one 
grade two 
grade three 
grade four 
grade five 
grade six 
grace seven 
grade eight 
grade nine 
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This would be a time pattern because it is a sequence 
of events. 
Each day of your school Frogram is an example of a 
time pattern. List your program for Monday in the space 
below: 
Monday classes 
Period One 
Period Two 
Period Three 
period Four 
period Five 
Period Six 
------------~--------------------------------------
period Seven 
--------------------------------------------------
This is a time patte.rn because events are given in the 
order in which they happen. 
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Exercise Three 
TIME PATTERN 
Directions: 
Arrange the following ideas in a TIME PATTERN. Write 
your answers in the spaces under the answer column. 
Example: Answer Column 
April 1. January 
January 2. February 
March 3. March 
May 4- April 
February 5. May 
a. New Yeart s Day 1. 
Christmas 2. 
Easter 3. 
Fourth of July 4· 
Memorial Day 5. 
Thanksgiving Day 6. 
Col urnbus Day 7· ? 
veterans t Day 8. 
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The United States participated in the following wars. 
In parenthesis is the date of the United States entry into 
the war. This date should help you to arrange these events 
into a TIME PATTERN. 
b. Mexican War ( 1846) 1. 
~vorld war II ( 1941) 2. 
Revolution ( 1776) . 3 .. 
The Korean War (1950) 4· 
war of 1812 ( 1812) 5 .. 
World War I (1917) 6. 
Civil war ( 1861) 7. 
Spanish American 
war (1898) 8. 
c. period three 1. 
saluting the flag 2 .. 
eating breakfast 3· 
walking to school 4-
The Lordts Prayer 5. 
~eriod one 6. 
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d. eating lunch 1. 
going to school 2. 
getting dressed J. 
studying arithmetic 4· 
looking at television 5 .. 
going to bed 6. 
e. Columbus 1'. 
William Bradford 2~ 
Robert E. Lee J .. 
Guadalcanal 4· 
Revolutionary War 5. 
French and Indian war 6. 
Atlantic Charter ? .. 
f. airplane 1. 
a covered wagon 2. 
galleon J. 
automobile 4.· 
helicopter g}. 
©~cart 6, 
speedboat 7· 
stagecoach 8. 
g. selecting the best 
angle for the shot 
focus:j.:og 
a<ijRsting shutter 
using light meter 
snapping picture 
baking ,the cake 
finding the rec.ipe 
collecting the 
ingredients 
collecting the 
utensils 
l. 
2·. 
3'. ~ .. ' 
4·· 
5:. 
2~ 
3 ~: .··_· --,---,-----------"· ~-· ~--
4· 
""-; 
Check your answers with the answer key. 
For additional exercises see Optional Related 
Activity Two on page 230. 
.:'~ 
·- :~ 
'. ·--~ 
III COMPARISON-CONTRAST PATTERN 
Definition: 
The likenesses or differences between idea~ are 
pointed out. 
New Terrns: 
Contrast points out differences. 
Comparison points out likenesses. 
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Often a writer or a speaker arranges his ideas to 
show likenesses or differences. When he does this we 
call his organizational pattern, comparison-contrast. 
Examples of this pattern are given in Exercise:; 
Four beginning on the ·next page. 
Exercise Four 
OOMPARISON~OONTRAST PATTERN 
Example of Contrast: 
The following list of words can·be separated into two 
contrasting groups. Each group is a collection of words 
different from tho$e belonging to the opposite group. 
petty, large, gigantic, huge~ slight, 
tiny~ colossal~ brief, enormous, scanty 
Big 
-
Little 
garg:e·'""' -· :::.> • lJ -· v petty 
gigantic tiny 
hu.cre brief 
colossal slight 
enormous scanty 
DssBrving Differences 
Directions: Pl<aG.e the fallowing contrasting ideas under 
the heading to which they belong. 
a. cow, tiger, lion, dog~ calf, elephant 
kitten, zebra, bear, reindeer, goldfish, 
race horse, canary, panther. 
Domestic animals Wild animals 
~--------------------
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Domestic animals (cont.) Wild animals (Cont.) 
b. jet~ stagecoach~ automobile~ biplane, bus, 
horse and quggy,_atomic submarine, side-wheeler. 
Old Means of Transportation Modern Means of Transportation 
Contras~oints out differences between ideas. 
Now we will see that Comparison points out likenesses 
between ideas. 
Example of Comparison: 
You might group the following list of ideas: 
· alert, neighborly., keen. hEiT:>oic~ courageous~ 
sharp.1 friendly" wiq.e . .,..awake, 
into a pattern such as. this:. 
friendly neighborly 
courageous heroic 
kElen sharp· 
alert wide-awake 
Obse~ving Likenesses 
Directionsl .place.the following related ideas into two 
groups, showing the two ideas that belong·:~_together. 
c. sunny, rainy, dark, cloudy, fog, bright, 
dull, murky 
: ~1t::~;?'Y~::,. 
't 
d. ivories, flower, beak, dog, piano, plant, 1J'ird, nose 
I , 
.Check your answers with the answer keye 
For addi ti·onal exercises see Optional Related 4.etivi ty 
Thr·ee on page 233. 
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FACT .Al\TD OPINION 
Exercise Five·is designed to help you tell the dif-
ference between two patterns of organization - THE 
. 
CONCLUSION-PROOF PATTERN and THE OPINION-REASON PATTERN. 
To begi~, you must be able to tell the difference between 
a fact and an opinion. 
Definition: 
A fact is a statement that we know is true. It can 
be proved. For example, nDwight Eisenhowe:r is the Presi-
dent of the United states 11 is a fact. It can be proved. 
An opinion is a statement which may or may not be 
true. It is the way one personally thinks or feels about 
something. Usually an opinion is a belief that is not 
provable. For example, 11Fox terriers are better looking 
than Irish setters 11 is an opinion. One reader of this 
statement might agree while another reader would not agree 
that this statement is true. The choice depends upon the 
readerls own opinioR. Since the opinion cannot be proved, 
each person has a right to his own opinion. 
Directions: 
Exercise Five contains statements that m~e either 
facts or opinions. If the statement is a fact circle 
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F in the answer column. If the statement is an opinion 
circle the 0 in the answer column. 
Example: 
A. Our country is composed of people from many@ 0 
nations. 
This statement is true and can be proved. 
Therefore it is a fact. The F in the answer column 
is circled. 
B. Learning to ride a bicycle is easy. F @) 
You might agree that_ this statement is true but 
many people would probably disagree with your opinion. 
Since it cannot be proved to be true to everyoners 
satisfaction, this statement is an opinion. Therefore 
the 0 in the answer column is circled. 
When you finish the exercises check your answers 
with the answer key. 
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Exercise Five 
Fact and Opinion Statements 
1. A deer is more beautiful than a fox. F 0 
2. Living with the natives on the Hawaiian Islands 
is the most enjoyable experience one can have. F 0 
3. Having a tooth pulled is more painful than 
having a tooth filled. F 0 
4· Basketball is more exciting than football. F 0 
5. The sun rises in the east and sets in the west. F 0 
6. The Star Spangled Banner is our National 
anthem. F 0 
7• Children do not respect their elders as much 
as they used to. F 0 
8. Everyone1s fingerprints are different. F 0 
9. A poem may tell a story. F 0 
10. Baseball is an American sport. F 0 
11 •. The ringing of false alarms is a serious 
offense. F 0 
l2e The invention of the wheel was a great help 
to transportation. F 0 
13. Very hard, severe winters result in the death · 
of birds and animals. F 0 
14. Early historians often sang their stories. F 0 
15 .. Inventions make a person 1 s life happier. F 0 
16 .. Girls are more cheerful than boys. F 0 
17. Pushing and shoving in crowded places is 
dangerous . F 0 
18~ Boys are better swimmers than girls. F 0 
19. Each year has twelve months. F 0 
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20. The earth rotates on its axis. F 0 
21. Daniel Boone's knowledge or Indian trails 
could have helped him in blazing a trail 
over the mountains. F 0 
22. Sewing is easier than cookinge F 0 
23. It is better to prevent illness than to 
have to cure it. F 0 
24. Personal cleanliness adds to one's appearance. F 0 
25. Some plants do not produce rlowers. F 0 
269 Freedom or speech is possible under our 
democratic rorm or government. F 0 
27. Good clay modelling requires patience and 
·skill. F o 
28. Since some boys have been injured playing 
rootball, it should be abolished rrom 
school sports. F 0 
29. There are both good and bad telephone manners. F 0 
30. Long dresses are more stylish than short 
dresses. F 0 
31. Comic books have so little to ofrer that we 
shouldn 1 t waste our time with them.. F 0 
32. Christmas holidays in Alaska are more 
interesting than those in Sweden. F 0 
33.- Swimming and ice skating are sports suited 
to dirferent seasons or the year. F 0 
34. Some discoveries and inventions happen 
accident ally .. 
35. People should be jailed for scattering old 
papers and refuse in the streets. 
36. Whistling is the most annoying habit one 
could have. 
37. Bees, wasps and hornets have been known to 
sting when their nests are dist~bed. 
F 0 
F 0 
F 0 
F 0 
38. The equator is a make-believe line around 
the earth. 
39~ Anyone Who can roller skate will enjoy ice 
skating. 
40. stained glass windows are as beautiful as 
fine paintings. 
41. The most painful accidents happen du~ing 
the Fourth of July. 
42. wasteful lumbering has spoiled parts of our 
forests~ 
43. George washington was our first President. 
44· A dog is a boy 1 s best friend. 
45. A fisherman's life is more dangerous than a 
lumberman's. 
46. The loser likes to congratulate the winner. 
47. Visiting~ museum is fun. 
48. stones have no life. 
49. The sun provides us with both light and he~t. 
50. Ireland is the most beautiful of all the 
European countries. 
51. One way of showing respect to our flag is by 
never letting it touch the ground. 
52. Playing ball in city streets is. dangerous. 
53. Horses are braver than men. 
54. Christmas is the happiest time of the year. 
55. Loose soil~rwashes away easily during a rain 
storm. 
56. Picture writing was used many years ago. 
57. Chewing gum is vulgax. 
58. Bottles containing poison should be carefully 
J..:ab©l~dr.\~ 
~.· 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
71 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
59. All children should be taught to p).ay some 
musical instrument. 
60. walking is the most valuable exercise. 
61. The 11Maverick11 program is the best T.V. program 
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F 0 
F 0 
on the air today. F 0 
62. A good poem is aE. interesting as a good story. F 0 
63. One should be careful when eating berries found 
in the woods. F 0 
64. Some high school football players later become 
college stars. F 0 
65. Storms and earthquakes help change the earth 1 s 
surface. F 0 
66. Figure drawing becomes easier to all children 
each year. F 0 
67. Elvis Presley is the best singer. F 0 
68. Like :Ponce de Leon, the explorer:~ people today 
want gold and youth more than anything else in 
the world. F 0 
69. Every boy enjoys collecting things as much as 
making them. F 0 
70. The tide g~es in and out. F 0 
71. small dogs are more obedient than large dogs. F 0 
72. When we speak or write, our words help determine 
or tell the kind of pictures our listeners or 
readers will see. F 0 
73. Spring is the prettiest season of the year. F 0 
74- Nursery rhymes are only enjoyed by very 
young children. F 0 
75. When serving food, the server who is polite 
serves himself last. F 0 
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Directions· for Statements 76 to 90: 
First read the selection. Then read the statements 
following the selection. Circle the 0 for an opinion or 
the F for a fact. 
As the clocks of the city struck the noon hour, 
the people came forth from different buildings. Clerks, 
telephone operators, bus dri~ers, workers in clothing 
stores, furnitvre stores, and many more people passed 
along by the thousands. It seemed no one noticed a very 
old lady who was patiently waiting to cross the street. 
Everyone was hurrying to catch a bus or a subway train .. 
Suddenly a yo~mg boy stopped to help the old~lady 
across the street. He asked her why she hadn 1 t crossed 
when the traffic light had turned yellow. 11Well, young 
man,tt she answered, 11you see, the l~ghts can't help me. 
I am blind. 11 The young boy t s hand tightened on hers as 
he led her to the other side of the street. 
76~ As the clocks of the city struck the noon houE, 
the people came forth from different buildings. F 0 
77• It seemed no one noticed a little old lady who 
was waiting to cross the street. F 0 
78. Everyone was hurrying to catch a bus or a subway 
train. F 0 
79. A young boy stopped to help the old lady across 
the street. F 0 
80. The old lady was blin~. F 0 
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Rhode Islanders celebrated July 4th with an Indepen-
dence Day Parade. Seventeen bands from high schools~ 
churches~ and other organizations mar0~ed down Main 
street this morning. 
The best feature of the parade was the Marine Band. 
One hundred and fifty men in full dress uniform ihrilled 
everyone with their playing and marching. 
Before each'-,band came a float.. The floats were built 
by Rhode Island department stores, and each one stood for 
some great seBne in American history. The parade was the 
most colorful one Rhode Islanders have ever seen. 
81. Rhode Islanders celebrated July 4th with an 
Independence Day Parade.. F 0 
82 .. The best feature of the parade was the Marine 
Band.. F 0 
83. Dne hundred and fifty men in full dress uniform 
thrilled everyone with their playing and 
marching. F 0 
84. The floats were ouilt by Rhode Island department 
stores.. F 0 
85. The parade was the most colorful one Rhode 
Islanders have ever seen. F 
A monkey escaped from his cage this afternoon at 
the Barnum and Bailey .circus. The Four Daring Horsemen 
were about to begin their act when suddenly the audience 
broke into laughter. The performers did not know what 
had happened. The audience did not seem to be paying 
any attention to them. Instead they were watching a 
small monkey who was jumping around in the stands. 
Circus attendants tried to catch him, but it was 
impossible. -When he sto~e a womanrs hat and put it 
on his own head 3 the audi.ence went wild. The show 
was unable to go on. 
0 
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After about twenty minutes, the clowns cornered 
him between the band stand and the side of the tent. 
Finally they managed to catch him by throwing a sack. 
over him. No one seemed to know how he got out, except 
the monkey, and he wouldntt tell~ 
86. The Four Daring Horsemen wer·e about to b:egin 
their act when suddenly the audience broke 
into laughter. 
·87. The performers did not ~now what had 
happened.· 
88 .. Circus attendants tried to catch him, .but 
it was impossible o 
89. When he stole a woman t s hat and put it on 
his own head, the audience went wild. 
90. Finally they managed to catch him by 
throwing a sack over him. 
Check your answers with the answer key. 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
you will find add~tional exercises in fact and opinion 
statements in Optional Related Activity Four, beginning on 
page 236. 
·-· 
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IV CONCLUSION-PROOF PATTERN 
Definition: 
A result is supported by statements of fact. 
The.following paragraph is written in a conclusion-
proof pattern because the result is supported by state-
ments of fact .. 
As long ago as 1941, Ted Williams had established 
himself as one of the greatest hitters in 
baseball. 
In his first year in the major leagues, he led the 
league in runs-batted-in. 
In l94l, his third year in the majors, he took the 
league title in runs-scored, home runs, and 
batting average. 
Tedts amazing batting average~ .406 in that year, 
earned him the title of the ninth ,400 hitter in 
American League history. 
Result 
fact 
fact 
fact 
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V OPINION-REASON PATTERN 
Definition: 
A result is supported by statements of opinion. 
New Term: 
Argument is an attempt by a writer or speaker to win 
you over to his way of thinking. Conclusion-proof or 
opinion-reason patterns are used in argument. Those who 
cannot tell the difference between these patterns are 
easily fooled by clever advertising. 
Example: 
In the following paragraphs notice that the result 
is supported by statements of opinion. Therefore it is 
an exmnple of the OPINION-REASON PATTERN. 
Ted Williams should be considered the greatest 
hitter in baseball history. 
Ted would have compiled more records if his base-
ball career had not been interrupted by military 
service. 
Sports writers have been unfair in-estimating 
Williamst ability because he was often incon-
siderate of the~: 
result 
opinion 
opinion 
Had Ted played for the Yankees, he would have 
had a most impressive World Series hitting 
record. 
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opinion 
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Exercise Six 
CONCLUSION-PROOF and OPINION-REASON PATTERNS 
Directions: 
Read the paragraph. Circle F for a fact statement. 
Circle 0 for a statement of opinion. Write the name of 
the pattern in the space provided. 
EXample A 
l. Ocean depths defy man. RESULT 
2. Man has risen high into the air and has cut grea~F 
holes into the earth's surfacea ~ 0 
J. The boldest diver dares not descend more than 100 
yards out of 10,000 in the ordinary diverts 
equipment. ® 0 
4· Even William Beebe t s metal globe called the 11 bathy-
sphere11 limited man to a few hundred fathoms. ® 0 
pattern? Conclusion-proof. 
Why? The result is supported by statement of fact. 
Example B 
1. As the years pass, it has become harder for the 
quiet serious boy;;·on:.;>gj;rl to survive. RESULT 
2. The serious student or musician is frowned 
upon by his associates. F ~ 
J. Teenagers have no respect for cultUre or 
intellect. F @ 
4· Young adults have sacrifieed reading good books 
to listening to long haired morons with $20 
guitars and $3j000 sequin jackets braying 
like mules. F @ 
pattern? Opinion-Reason 
Why? The result is supported by statements of opinion. 
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Paragraph C 
1. The building trades offer good opportunities 
for boys ·who are not planning to attend college. RESULT 
2. Bricklayers~ carpenters and other construction 
craftsmen make up the largest part of skilled 
workers in our country. 
3. Bricklaying is one of the fastest growing of 
the building trades. 
4. The number of persons employed in this work 
nearly doubled between 1940 and 1956. 
5. Business statistics indicate that bricklayers 
will be in demand in the years ahead. 
Pattern? 
Why? 
Paragraph D 
1. Monkeys have helped scientists make a better· 
life for meu. o 
2. Monkeys have journeyed through space 290 miles 
from the earth and at speeds in excess of 2000 
miles an hour. 
F 0 
F 0 
F 0 
F 0 
RESULT 
F 0 
3. By using monkeys, scientists learn how much strain 
a man can take while travelling through space. F 0 
4. Monkeys also have been used in the making and 
testing of polio vaccine. 
5~ The letters 11Rh11 - used in identifying certain 
types of blood - come from the Rhesus monkeys 
of India~ used very often in medical research. 
Pattern? 
Why? 
F 0 
F 0 
Paragraph E 
1. Teen agers always pay for their cars. 
2. They pay for them with lower school grades. 
3. They pay for them with savings that should 
go toward their higher educatione 
4- Their most costly payment is made with the 
broken bones of those they maim on the 
highways.. · 
pattern: 
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RESULT 
F 0 
F 0 
F 0 
Why? ~~~--------------------------------------------------------
paragraph F 
1. Adults should not depri~e all teenagers from 
owning cars • 
2. Many more adults than teenagers are careless 
drivers. 
3. As a matter of fact teenagers generally are 
better N.rivers than adults because ofthe 
younger person having better vision and 
quicker reflexes. 
4. Owning a car gives a teenager an incentive 
to earn money for its upkeep. 
5. Boxing gloves, a baseball bat or a bicycle 
are as dangerous in the hands of a teenager 
as is the wheel of an old jalopy. 
pattern: 
Why? 
RESULT 
F 0 
F 0 
F 0 
F 0 
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REVIEW OF PART ONE 
Now you have been introduced to five patterns that 
speakers and writers use to develop their ideas~ Letls 
review what we have learned. 
1. Speakers and writers organize their thoughts into many 
patterns. 
2. Our listening~_ and reading ability will improve if we 
ttsee 11 . the blueprint~ the plan, the pattern of organi-
zation, used by a speaker or writer. 
3. Our own writing and speaking is better understood and 
is more interesting when we arrange our ideas into a 
pattern or organization. 
4· Much of our success in school depends upon 
to listenJ to speak, to read and to write. 
if pattern exercises improve these skillsJ 
work in other classes should improve. 
our· ability 
Therefore 
our school 
5. Patterns of organization refer to the various ways a 
speaker or writer develops his ideas. 
6. Five patterns of organization are presented in this 
workbook. They are: 
I main idea-details 
II time 
III comparison-contrast 
rv conclusion-proof 
V opinion-reason 
7. MAIN IDEA-DETAILS PATTERN 
A main idea is explained or described by a list 
of details. 
8. TIME PATTERN 
Events are given in the order in which they happen. 
Most stories and history books have many examples of 
this pattern. 
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A chronological order is a time pattern. Sequence 
refers to the events that happen one after the 
other. 
9. COMPARISON-CONTRAST PATTERN 
A main idea is developed by telling the likenesses 
or differences between minor ideas. 
Comparison points out likenesses. 
Contrast points out differences. 
10. CONCLUSION-PROOF PATTERN 
A main idea, a result, is supported by statements 
of fact. 
A fact is a statement that we know is true. It can 
be proved. Therefore the reader or listener must 
accept a conclusion-proof pattern as true. He 
cannot disagree. · 
11. OPINION-REASON PATTERN. 
A main idea, a result, is supported by statements 
of opinion. 
An opinion is the way one personally thinks or 
feels about something. It may or may not be true. 
Therefore the reader or listener may disagree with 
an opinion-reason pattern. 
12. Arg~ent is an attempt by a speaker or writer to win 
you over to his way of thinking. If you can tell 
whether he is using conclusion~proof patterns or 
opinion-reason patterns, you can better judge the 
merits of his argument. 
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PROGRESS TEST 
Before continuing let's find out how well we are 
doing. This test is to show you what you might need to 
review before continuing with more exercises. 
Section I-dompletion 
Directions: Fill in the blanks with the appropriate word. 
This workbook is to help us organize our own 
,A..~_, _._-· . . '_-;~,·-'.<:j~S:~)~·j When we are writing and B : 
------------------
it should also help us to receive information better when 
we are reading and d"-----------------------
The various W5WS a writer or speaker develops his 
ideas are called D 
-------
Although there are many ways a writer or speaker can 
develop his ideas, in this, -vwrkbook we study only E-~-­
important patterns. They are: 
F ______________________ __ 
G 
------------~----
H~----------------------
r _________________ __ 
J-------~--------------
A statement that we know to be true is called K 
---------
A statement that may or may not be true is called L 
-----
When someone tries to win you over to his way of thinking, 
we say he is using M __________________ • N _______________ _ 
is another name for the time pattern. 0 
--------------
refers to events happening one after the other. 
boys 
John 
Tom 
Harry 
Bill 
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This column of ideas is 
an example of the p 
----
pattern because Q c..__ __ _ 
A T.V. program schedule is an example of a R 
'----------
pattern because S 
-------------------------------
If you explained why you enjoyed one motion picture better 
than another you probably would use the T 
--------------
pattern because you would U 
------------------------
Can you tell·i·the difference between fact and opinion? 
11 Abraham Lincoln was President of the United states during 
the Civil war 11 is V • 11Lincolnt s memory will 
---~---------
be forever in the hearts of all .Americans 11 is W 
-------
When someone tries to win you over to his way of thinking 
by listing facts~ he uses X attern, 
---------------~ 
but if he supported a result by a list· of opinions, he uses 
y pattern. 
---------------------
Correct your answers with the answer key. 
section I Possible answers: 25 
My score: 
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PART TWO 
ORGANIZATIONAL EXERSISES IN 
READING~ WRITING AND SPEAKING 
Definition: There are four types of writing and speaking~ 
1. Exposition means explaining. Typical patterns of organi-
zation would be: 
main idea-de.tails 
time 
composition-contrast 
2. Description means describing. Typical pattern of organ-
ization would be! 
time 
main idea-details 
comparison-contrast 
3. Argumentation means persuasion. The author or speaker 
attempts to win you over to his way of thinking. Typical 
patterns of organization would be: 
conclusion-proof 
opinion-reason 
4. Narration means telling a story,: Typical patterns. 
would be: 
time 
main idea-details 
comparison-contrast 
In order for you to see the pattern of the writer 
or speaker, you must know w~ther he is presenting an 
argument or simply stating the facts. In short selections 
90 
like those presented in this workbook, it sometimes is 
impossible to tell the author 1 s purpose in writing or speak-
ing. Therefore each selection will be labelled either ex-
' 
position, description, argumentation or narrationo 
You will notice that what would be called conclusion-
proof or opinion-reason in argumentation is simply main 
idea-details in other types of writing or speaking~ And 
what we call main idea-details in exposition, description 
and narration must be called either conclusion-proof or 
opinion-reason in argumentation. 
Directions: 
Note the type of writing. 
Read the selection~ 
You are asked to write the main idea~ a headline or 
a title. To answer any of these questions ask yourself, 
11What is this paragraph about? 11 For a main idea write a 
sentence. Usually you will find the main idea given in a 
topic sentence at the beginning of the paragraph. 
Main idea example: A new period in our country began after 
the Civil war. 
A headline condenses the main idea into the fewest 
words pessible. The first letter of all words, except 
articles, is capitalized. The first letter of a headline 
is alway s c ap it ali zed. 
Headline example: New Period Begins After Civil War 
A title is so short that it merely hints at what 
the selection is about. The same capitalization rules 
apply to titles as to headlines. 
Title example; Period After War 
Writing and Spea.ldng Assignments:-
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From time to time writing and speaking assignments 
are given in some of the exercises. Both assignments 
should be prepared by you individually. The speaking 
assignment may be practiced with a partner for presenta-
tion to your group or to the.class depending upon your 
teacher. Exqct directions are given with each assignmento 
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Exercise seven 
Type:. Exposition 
In 1955 five Rhode Islanders, four players and an 
umpire, were in major league baseball~ Chester Nichols of 
Lincoln and Philip Paine of Burrillville played with the 
Milwaukee Braves, Clement Labine of woonsocket with the 
Brooklyn Dodgers, and Max Surkont of Central Falls with the 
Pittsburgh Pirates. A. Henry 1tHank11 Soar of Pawtucket was 
an umpire with the American League. 
Main idea: 
Fill in the following details: 
Chester Nichols and Philip Paine played with the a. 
----
Clement Labine played with the b. 
----------------
Max surkont played with the c. __________________________ __ 
A. Henry 11 Hanktt Soar was an American League d. • 
-----------
Pattern: 
Why? 
Check your answers with the answer key. 
See Optional Related Activity Five on page 238. 
' 
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Exercise Eight 
Type: Exposition 
There is a fascination about the street names of 
Boston. A new concept of government is indicated by Federal 
Street and the Continental Congress is remembered by 
Congress Street. Liberty S~uare is named to comme~orate 
French, not .American, liberty but Union Street celebrates 
the union of the U~ite~ States. Almost forgotten battles 
are kept in mind by the names of Derne Street and Louisburg 
Square~ A far-flung comrrsrcial venture is honored by India 
street; our regard for the original m..rners of the land by 
Shawmut Avenue and Sachem and Sagamore Streets; and the 
nostalgic love that the r.esidents felt for England is in-
die a ted by Fleet, Cornhill and Wapping Streets. 
Main idea: 
----------------------------------------------------
List five details: 
a. 
-------------------------------------------------------------
b. 
c. 
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d. 
e. 
Pattern: 
Why? 
Check your answers with the answer key. 
see Optional Related Activity Eleven on page 249. 
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Type: Exposition 
You can hunt for treasure in your own back yard. Hide 
numerous articles in bushes, trees, on window sills or in 
any other likely spot.. Arrange teams consisting of one 
boy and one girl. Now give each couple a list of the 
hidden items with instructions that when each is found, its 
11 spot 11 must be noted on the list, but that the item should 
remain where it is, untouched. No one making a find should 
reveal it to the others. At the end of a specified time, 
the couple with the greatest number of items located wins 
the game - and a prize. 
Headline: 
List of details: 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
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f. 
pattern: 
Why? 
Check your answers with the answer key. 
Writing Assignment One: Letts see how well you can tell us 
how to play your favorite game. First outline the details 
of your game in the following space. 
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Is your outline arranged in order? What organizational 
pattern did you use? 
Now from your out~ine write in the space below a paragraph 
similar to the one in this exercise. 
See Optional Related Acti vi t;tes Thirteen and Fourteen on 
pages 250 and 251. 
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' Exercise' Ten 
Type:: Description 
Kelly~· our wire-haired :f0x terrier, certainly is 
dirrerent. All the other dogs,in the neighborhood spend 
their arternoon yapping at each other IS heels or chasing 
cats. Kelly spends his whole day, every day, chasing swans 
on thB millpond~ I donit actually worry because he will 
never catch one. For one thing, he can't swim. Instead 
of settling ror a simple dog-paddle like everyone else, 
he has to show off and try some complicated overhand stroke, 
with the result that he always ;sinks and has to be fished 
out. 
Main idea: 
----------------------~-----------------------------
List three details about other ;dogs: 
a. 
-------------------------------------------------------------
b. 
------------------------------~----------------------------~ 
c. 
-------------------------------------------------------------
List five details about Kelly: 
d. 
~----~~----------------------+----------------------------
eo· 
-------------------------------------------------------------
~. 
-------------------------------------------------------------
g-------------------------------~---------------------------
h. ____________________________________________________________ _ 
Pattern? ________________________ ~-----------------------------
Why?--------------------------~--------------------------
Cgeck your answers with the answer key. 
Spe~~ing Assignment One: Have yo~ ever had a pet? If not, 
you-probably have wanted one •• Maybe your pet would not be 
as different as Kelly but he would not be just like all 
other pets. Organize a talk about your real or imagin<CJJ:y 
pet. 
First describe him in one:sentence. This will be 
your main idea. 
Main ide a: ____________________________________ _ 
Now tell how he is like other pets: 
How tell how he is different. 
In the following space arrange .your ideas in a brief out-
line form. If you keep to a p~ttern you will remember 
them in order when you are called upon to give your talk. 
What pattern will you use? 
For additional practice' in speaking see Optional 
Related Activity seven on page 245. 
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Exercise:Eleven 
Type: Argumentation 
All motion is produced by a force. You pull the door 
J 
to leave the house. When you :ride a bicycle, you push on 
the pedals to make the bicycl~ move. You turn the handle 
of a drinl{ing fountain and water flows out. There is 
movement when school begins each morning. In all these 
cases, a force is used to pro~uce the motion. 
·Main idea: 
----------------------~--~-------------------------
Directions: Circle F for fact or 0 for opinion. 
a. You pulled· the door to leave the house. 
b. When you ride a bicycle~ you pUBh on the 
pedals to make the bicycle .'move. 
c. You turn the handle of the !drinking fountain 
and water flo~Ns out. 
d. There is movement when school begins each 
' morning .. 
e. In all these cases, a fore~ is used to produce 
the motion .. 
Pattern: 
F 0 
F 0 
F 0 
F 0 
F 0 
------------------------~------------------------------
·Why? _____________________________________________________ __ 
Check your answers with the' answer key. 
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Exercise :Twelve 
Type: Argumentation 
No one deserves less than the very best and the 
Whizzer, America's own small auto~ has the very best. It 
has more luxury and good taste per .dollar than any other 
car. It is fashionnapproved. It is economical to operate 
but it does not sacrifice co~ort features. 
own the Whizzer. 
Main idea: 
----------------------~---------------------------
Directions: Circle F for fact and 0 for opinion. 
ao It has the very best. 
b. It has more luxury and good taste per dollar 
than any other car. 
c. It is economical. 
d. It does not sacrifice comfort features. 
F 0 
F 0 
F 0 
F 0 
pattern: 
----------------------~~----------------------------
Why? ________________________________________________ ___ 
Check your answers with the answer key~ 
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Exercise Thirteen 
Type: Description 
You may ttseett Boston in various ways. From the air, 
you get the impression of a c~owded city with meaningless 
little streets running aimlessly in all directions and 
meeting at the oddest angles. 1 From an automobile you see 
overly narrow streets restricted to one-way traffic in the 
direction· you do not wish to go. You may take a sightsee-
ing bus and acquire an informative, superficial view of 
Boston's historic sites, her buildings and her parks~ But 
if you would penetrate to the; very soul of the city- you 
will walk. 
Headline: ----------------------~-------------------------------
List briefly four details that explain the headline: 
a·------------------------------~--------------~---------------
b. 
--------------------------~--~------------------------------
c·------------------------------~-------------------------------
d. 
-------------------------------,-------------------------------
Writing Assignment Two: You would II see It different things 
in a trip around your neighbo~hood depending upon your 
means of· travelling. What would you see from the air? 
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From an automobile? 
------------~-----------------------------
When walking? __________________ -+------------------------------
Now write a paragraph similar :to the one in this exercise. 
pattern?------------------------~---------------------------­
Main idea? 
-----------------------,-----------------------------
106 
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Exercise Fourteen 
Type: Exposition 
Here are some things that you can do to help con-
serve wildlife. When y:ou are biking or camping in the 
woods, be careful with fire and see that others are, too. 
Plant trees where they are needed. By not picking wild 
flowers,you C§n help protect them. You can build houses 
and feeding stations for birds. If you like to fish or 
hunt~ obey the laws that tell you when you may do so and 
how many animals may be taken. You may also want to join 
an organization that ~~pries on wildlife conservation. 
Headline: ________________________________________________ ___ 
List details 
a. __________________________________________________________ __ 
b---------~--------------------------------------------
d. 
------------------------------------------------------------
d. __________________________________________________________ ___ 
e. __________________________________________________________ _ 
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f-------------------------~----------------------
g. ____________________________________________ _ 
pattern:~-----------------------
? <· WhY·~·----------~---------------------------------
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Exercise Firteen 
Type: Exposition 
Some roods contain substances called vitamins which 
regulate growth and prevent certain diseases. Vitamin A 
is called the growth-promoting vitamin. It occurs in 
butter~ in leary vegetables, in carrots, in tomatoes and 
in liver an~ eggs. Vitamin A can be stored in the body. 
By eating more vi·tarnin A in the s:ummer, when it is plenti-
rul, we can have it available in time or need. Vitamin B 
complex is a combination or several ractors including 
thiamine~ riborlavin, and niacin. A lack or thiamine 
may cause a nervous disease called beriberi. Whole grain 
cereals, leary vegetables, yeast~ milk and liver supply 
plenty or thiamine~ Too little riborlavin in the diet 
may arfect the eye. Leafy vegetables 3 lean meat, eggs 3 
milk, liver, and yeast are good sources of riborlavin. 
A lack of niacin may cause a disease called pellagra. 
Whole-wheat bread, buttermilk, carr6ts and a variety or 
meats are good sources or niacin. Vitamin C has to be 
taken day by day. Graperruit, oranges, lemons and 
tomatoes are good sources of vitamin Ce It is also 
present in most rresh vegetables and fruits. Scurvy 
is a disease Which may be caused by a lack or Vitamin C 
in the diet. 
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Title (one word): 
Main idea:: 
---------------------------------------------------
List the three details that further explain the title and 
the main idea: 
a. ------------------------------------~----------------------
b. 
------------------------------------------------------------
c. 
------------------------------------------------------------
.• 
Pattern: 
Why? ____________________________________________________ __ 
Writing Assignment Three:: If you have answered the above 
questions correctly you have a good start on preparing an 
outline. Remember in outlining you omit all articles-and 
other unnecessary words. When you outline an assignment 
in science or social studies (this·paragraph was adapted 
from a science textbook), your outline should be the blue-
print, the skeleton, the p atter:rm of organization of the 
paragraph. outline the paragraph of thia exercise in the 
space below. Some topics are filled in to guide you. 
1. Vitamins found in food, regulate growth, prevent disease. 
A·-------------------------------------------------------
1. ______________________________________________ _ 
lll 
2. Found in 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e~ 
f. 
3. 
4· Ple_ntiful supply in summer 
B. 
1. 
a. lack causes beriberi, nervous disease 
b. 
( 1) 
( 2) 
(3) 
( )t) 
(~) 
2. 
a. 
b. found in 
( 1) 
( 2) 
(3) 
0+) 
(.~) 
66) 
3. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
1. 
2~ good 
3. also 
4-
( 1) 
( 2)_ 
(3) 
(4) 
sources 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
found in 
a. 
b. 
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Speaking Assignment Two: Be prepared to give a class talk 
about the information contained in the paragraph of this 
exercise. The pattern of your talk should be organized 
in the same pattern as the paragraph. You may use your 
outline providing that you use it only as a reference 
-and do not read from it. 
See the ~uide for Note Taking in Optional Related 
Activity Six on page 243 . 
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Exercise Sixteen 
Type: Exposition 
Interest in the theater began to increase in the 1840s 
when the famous actor Junius Booth appeared in Providence. 
In the 1850s there was a long run of Uncle Tom's Cabin, and 
in the 1860s Charles Dickens was in Providence reading from 
his o-vm works. In 1872 Colonel Henry Lippitt directed the 
building of the Providence Opera House on the corner of 
Pine and Dorrance Streets where such famous actors and 
actresses as Edwin Booth, Charlotte Cushman, Sarah Bernhardt, 
He~~y Irving and Edward H. Sothern played. This theater was 
the center of the theatrical life of Providence until ·1931 
when it was torn down. In the 1880s there were at least 
five theaters in Providence where professional actors per-
formed. The theater was a most important part of Rhode 
Island life d.uring the remainder of the nineteenth century. 
After the opening of the new century vaudeville became 
very popular. 
Title:-=~-· --------------------------
List seven details: 
a. 
b. 
------------------------~--------------------------
c. 
d. 
----------------------------------------------------
e. 
f. 
g. 
pattern: 
Why? ._ .. 
11.5 
Exercise Seventeen 
Type: Narrative 
The landings in Europe were made on the French 
coast in Normandy on June 6, 1941~- German resistance 
was stiff but not strong enough to stop the invading 
Allies. By· early fall most of France was free of, Germans, 
and the Allies were ready to cross the Rhine into Germany. 
In December, 1944, Hitler's army made a last attempt to 
avoid defeat. They attacked in Belgium and for a time 
drove the Americans back. This was the famous Battle of 
the Bulge. By January, 1945, the danger was overo Amer-
ican and British armies crossed into Germany to continue 
.the attack. ·Finally on May 8, 194.5, Germany surrendered 
unconditionallyo 
Headline: 
List of seven details: 
a. ______________________________________________________ ___ 
b ··---------------------------
c. 
ll6 
d. 
-----------------------------------------------------
e. 
-----------------------------------------------------
f. ___________________________________________________ _ 
g. _______________________________________ ~-----------
Pattern: 
------'------
Why? ____________________ ~---------------------------
·1·17 
Exercise Eighteen 
Type: Narration 
Lee accepted defeat at Appomattox Court House. On 
April 9, 1865, the two great generals met to make peace. 
Lee showed his respect for the occasion by wearing a new 
general's uniform of the Confederate grey. Grant, out of 
respect for Lee, wore a private's uniform of the Union blue 
and his general's stars. Grant talked for half an hour 
about the campaigns they had known in the Mexican War, 
until Lee reminded him of the reason for the ~eeting. 
Then the terms were drawn ~P and signed by both leaders. 
Headline: 
List below four similarities between Lee and Grant found in 
the above paragraph. You must r~ad carefully to find four. 
a. 
------------------------------------------------------------
b. 
------------------------------------------------------------
c. 
------------------------------------------------------------
d. 
------------------------------------------------------------
ll8 
Now list three ways that Lee was, different from Grant. 
e. 
--------~------------------------------------------------
f. 
----------------------------------------------------------
g. ________________________________________________________ __ 
Finally list three ways that Grant was different from Lee. 
h·------------------------------------------------------~--
i. 
----------------------------------------------------------
j. ________________________________________________________ __ 
Pattern: __________________________________________________ __ 
Why? 
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Exercise Nineteen 
Type: Exposition 
The contributions o~ Negroes are woven into the whole 
pattern o~ our nationt s story. One o~ Columbus t pil.ats was 
a Negro. They eame with the Spanish ~nd French explorers. 
Negroes were brought to Jamestown, Virginia, be~ore the 
Pilgrims landed in Massachusetts. Crispus Attucks~ a Negro~ 
was killed in Boston during the ~irst ~ighting that led to 
the Revolutionary War~ Doris Miller~ another Negro, received 
the Navy Cross ~or distinguished service during the attack 
on Pearl Harbor in World War II. 
Main idea: 
List ~ive details: 
a. 
------------------------------------------------------------
b. 
c. 
------------------------------------------~----------------
d. 
-------------------------------------------------------------
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e. __________________________________________________________ __ 
If this pattern was taken from a debate in which 
the speaker was attempting to win you ove~ to his point 
of view, this would be a 
f. pattern because g. 
----------------------~ ----------------
However~ this is not argumento The paragraph is 
adapted from a history textbook and the author is merely 
explaining. This is called expository writing. However~ 
you will have a choice between two patterns. What are they? 
Pattern: 
------------------------------------------------------
Why? ______________________________________________________ __ 
or 
Pattern; 
-----------------------------------------------------
Why? 
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Why would you call this paragraph extremely well 
organized? 
h·------------------------------~----------------------
See Optional Related Activities Nine and Ten on 
page 249 for projects on 11 organizat_ion. tt 
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Exercise. Twenty 
Type: Argumentation 
Edgar Allan Poe is America's greatest literary con-
tribution to the world. Poe perfected the short story in 
American literature. He practically invented the short 
story with the theme of horror or mystery. In his poetry 
he showed himself almost a musician. He made his poems 
sound like music and by so doing created the mood he wanted. 
The gloomy mood of ttThe Raven11 and its sense of mystery 
express something of the sadness of poe's life and his 
feeling for the mystery that he found in the world about 
him. 
Main idea: 
List six details: 
a. __________________________________________________________ __ 
b-------------------------------------~-----------------
C·----------------------------------~-------------------------
l23 
d---------------------~----~-----------
8---------~------------~------------------
f-------------~-----------------------
pattern: ______________________________________________ __ 
Why? __________ ~---------------------------------
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Exercise Twenty-one 
Type: Description 
Boston is a city of contrasts and contradictions, 
with some of the best streets and some of the worst streets 
in America. It is near the top of the list of cities in per 
capita wealth and still is nearer the top in its per capita 
city debt. It is a Yankee city with an Irish majority. It 
owns palatial residences and disgraceful slums. Having wore 
agencies and associations for the betterment of mankind than 
most cities, it still has as large a percentage of hopeless 
unfortunates as any. Boston raises no sheep, yet exports 
wool and awards sheepskins in fabulous quantities. 
Title: 
------------------------------------------------------
List details in outline form. Do not use sentences. The 
first two are done for you. 
a. Best and worst streets 
b. Near top in per capita wealth and per capita city debt. 
c. 
d. 
l25 
e. 
f. 
Pattern: -------------------------------------------------
Why? 
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Ex~rcise Twenty-two 
Type: Exposition 
In some ways~ an electric current flowing through 
a circuit acts much like water flowing through pipes. 
So what you learned about providing our homes with running 
water will often help you understand how electrical appli-
ances are supplied with current. As you,might expect~ 
the same amount of current does not flow through every 
circuit any more than the same amount of water flows through 
every pipe. Moreover~ different amounts of current may 
flow through the same circuit at different times just as 
more or less water may flow through the same pipe at one 
:bime or another • 
Main idea: 
The points of likeness between current flow and 
water flow is in 
-------------------------------
Pattern: 
Why? 
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Speaking Assignment Three! A good method of explaining 
something new to an audience is to compare or contrast 
your topic with material that is more familiar to your 
audience. For example if you were to explain chess to 
your audience~ it would be well to emphasize the points 
of likeness and difference between chess and checkers. 
Choose a topic you know well and compare and contrast it 
to a more familiar topic. For suggested topics see the 
"Classified List of Writing and Speaking Topics 11 on 
page 134· 
What pattern will you use? 
List your ideas in the space below. 
Main idea: 
Points of Likeness: 
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Points of Difference: 
See Optional Related Activities Fifteen and Sixteen 
on page 2,51. 
12.9 
Exercise Twenty-three 
Type: Argumentation 
You have only to look around you to realize the 
enormous amount of goods produced by machines in America. 
Everything in your home- furniture_, rugs_, clothes, vacuum 
cleaner, washing machine, radio, telephone, lighting equip-
ment - is a product of American factories. The automobile, 
streetcar, train, or plane on which you travel is made in 
America. The steam shovels whose iron jaws bite into the 
earth; the great cranes that load and unload vast quanti-
ties of material; the tractors, plows and harvesters used 
by the farmers- all are made from American raw materials 
in American factories by American workmen. 
Main idea: 
List below eight details found in the home that support 
the main idea~· 
Home 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
' 
f. 
g. 
h. 
130 
List four vehicles of transportation that support the 
main idea. 
Vehicle 
i. 
j. 
k. 
1. 
List building equipment that support the main idea. 
Building Equipment 
m. 
n. 
List farm equipment that support the main idea. 
Farm Equipment 
o. 
P• 
q. 
Pattern: 
Why? 
131 
Exercise Twenty-four 
Type:: Argumentation 
Tense nervous headaches need this relief. Surveys 
show that three out of four doctors recommend the f arnous 
ingredients of Koolhead to relieve pain. Koolhead goes 
to ~ork instantly 1 bringing fast relief to the source of 
your pain. It is more effective because Koolhead acts 
like a doctor's prescription. Finally it's safer. 
Koolhead Tablets simply cannot upset your stomach. 
Main idea: 
Pattern: 
Why? 
For what purpose is this paragraph written? 
Where would you be likely to see writing similar to the 
paragraph in this exercise? 
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Why could this pattern of writing·be considered deceitful? 
see Optional Related Activities Seventeen and Eighteen 
on pages 251 and 252 for poster and notebook projects. 
D3 
ASSIGNMENTS IN WRITING AND SPEAIITNG 
The Classified List of Writing and Speaking Topics 
beginning on the next page is a list of suggested topics 
for practice in organizing your thoughts in speaking and 
writing. It is classified according to patterns of 
In the writing and speaking assignments beginning 
on page 140 you will develop your thoughts into appro-
priate patterns~ 
Directions: 
1. Write down all ideas about a topic 
just as they occur to you. 
2. Into what patterns of organization 
are these various ideas best suited? 
3. Outline your ideas into that pattern. 
4• Use this outline to practice your 
talk. Remember your thoughts 
according to the pattern. 
or: 
Use this outline to write a paragraph. 
Keep to the pattern for well organized 
writing. 
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A CLASSIFIED LIST OF.WRITING AND SPEAKING TOPICS 
The·following topics are offered to help you to think 
of interesting things to write or speak about. You must, 
of course, adapt them to~fit your own opinions and your own 
experience. Probably many of these topics will suggest 
others to you. 
MAIN IDEA-DETAILS 
1. surpri S.e 
2. WhY rabbits have pink ears 
3. Rhythm is everywhere 
4. Rock n' Roll 
5. A favorite game 
6. What is glBillour? 
7• ~~y I like (or dislike) school 
8 .. In the libraiiy 
8. Childhood days 
10. sounds of the city 
11. Types of aircraft 
12. The Five and Ten 
13. Biology 
14. Construction of a model airplane 
15. What is a habit? 
16. stained-glass windows 
17. valentine 
18. The city awakens 
19. Moving day 
20. surprise party 
21. Deserted house 
22. The woods in autumn 
23. Busy intersection 
24. Winter carnival 25. The fireplace 
26. Tournament time 
27. Farm sounds at midnight 
28. A visit to the photographer 
29. The losing team after the game 
30. National monument 
31. sudden fright 
32. New puppy 
MAIN IDEA DETAILS 
3 3 • Summer ni gb. t 
34. Tragedy 
35. Eclipse of the sun 
36. Niagara Falls in winter 
37- so~unds of spring 
J8. A night on the lake 
39. New fallen snow 
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49. Reactions of listeners· to a political speech 41. A visit to a museum 42. The meadow on a windy. day 
43. A visit to the state legislature 44· Three days old 45. Configuration of a leaf 
46. A winter bird 
47. Public auction 
48. Cherry-blossom time 
49. Images I saw when I read (some poem) 
50. The view from the top of the mountain 
51. A cold front moves in 
52. Fire L 
53 . .Argument 54. The colors of night 
55. Jazz concert 56. Twins 
57. Position 
58. Flirt 59. My younger brother (sister) 
60. Hero 
61. Jazz musician 
62. My first teacher 
63. Basketball comedian 
64. Baby sister 65. News commentator 
66 .. Superstitious 
67. Meet the family 
68. TV detective 
69. Politician 
70. The most interesting person I ever met 
71. Life of the party 
72. Salesman 
73. Miser 
7~· Clinging vine 
75. Air-line hostess 
76. Friendly policeman 
77. One of my favorite teachers 
78. Bashful date 
79. Part-time friend 
80. Extrovert 
MAIN IDEA-DETAILS 
81. Child prodigy 
82. Our minister 
83. My favorite fictional character 
84. Temperamental artist 85. My younger brother (sister) 
MAIN IDEA-DETAILS OR TIME 
l. A painful decision 
2. First time on skis 
3. Traffic ticket 
4. Summer job 
5. First party 
6. A wise decision 
7. The night before Christmas 
8. A memorable moment 
9. How to select ties 
10. How to make yoUr own Christmas cards 
ll. How to give directions to a stranger 
l2. How to make a terrarium 
13. How to vJash a car l4. How to cut letters for a poster l5. How to give artificial respiration 
16. How to prepare for a camping trip 
l7. How to care for a musical instrument 
lB. How to decline a formal invitation 
19. How to increase your reading speed 
20. How to develop color film 
21. How to tend a coal furnace 
22. How to make a.pinhole camera 
23. How to play (some game) 
24. How to entertain older guests 
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25. How to take a good picture with a box camera 
26. How to build a birdhouse 
27. How a linotype machine works 
28. How to plan a party 
29. How to build a greenhouse 
30. How to select a good book 
31. How to forecast the weather 
32. How to e:atebta:ilh a little child 
33. How to pack a picnic lunch 
34. How to change a tire 
35. How to make (some piece of furniture) 
36. How to make a box kite 
37. How to operate a sewing machine 
38. How to make a long-distance call 
39 .. How to measure windows for Venetian blinds 
40. How to build a fire for outdoor cooking 
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COMPARISON ~ CONTRAST 
1. The difference between Kodachrome film and Ektachrome 
film. 
2. Phoenix vers~s Miami as a winter resort 
3. Differences between high school and grade school 4· British and American movies 
5. Differences between two political parties 
6. Differences between two automobiles 
$~ Differences between the techniques required for water 
color and for oil painting 
8. Day and night as times for study 
9. The difference between ball-point and regular pens 
10. The pessimist and the optimist 
11. A comparison between two newspapers 
12,. Basketball and football as spectator sports 
13. Why I enjoy radio drama more than TV drama l4. The difference between a cawe and a cavern 15. The difference between stupidity and ignorance 
16. The difference between personality and character 
17. The difference between audience reaction at a concert 
and at a basketball game 
18. Chess versus checkers as recreation 
19. Hotels versus motels 
20. A comparison between two newspapers 
21. A comparison between two rivers 
22 .. A comparison between incandescent and fluorescent 
lighting 
23. Reflecting and refractory telescopes 24. Skills required to play different kinds of musical 
instruments 25. The difference. between planets and stars 
26. The essential differences between a clarinet and 
a cornet. 
27. The difference .between sleet and hail 
28. The butterfly and the moth 
29. Summer vacations versus winter vacations 
30. The difference between ethyl and regular gasoline 
CONCLUSION-PROOF.OR OPINION-REASON 
1. What our school needs most 
2# Everyone needs a ~<t>ibby 
3. The student council needs to be strengthened 4. students need to take more interest in their school 
government 
5. Our school needs a new gym 
CONCLUSION-PROOF OR OPINION-REASON 
6. Everyone should take a driving course 
7! Girls are better drivers than men 
8. It is important to maintain a normal weight 
9. is a book you should read 
10. A code of manners for the highway 
ll. Don't miss (some T.V. progr~m) 
12. You can have a good libr·ary of paperback books 
13. Tomorrow will be better 
14. The main cause of war 
15. is the best newspaper serving our area 
16. Letrs keep our city clean 
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17. Should school be in session throughout the t~~lve months 
18. Down with homework 
19. Horsepower in automobiles should be reduced 
20. Everyone should learn to swim 
2],.. You too can be popular 
22. How to lose friends and alienate people 
23. Ptck your profession early 
24. The best medium for getting the news 
25. Everyone should learn to type 
26. Why study poetry 
27. we must control soil erosion 
28. · is the best miniature camera for the amateur 
29. Everyone should. join the Red Cross 
30. The tearn needs our support 
CHOOSE THE MOST SUITABLE PATTERN 
1. My favorite dish 
2. How a st-eam iron works 
3. Why I tm afraid of the dark 4. Why I attend church 
5~ My favorite magazine for young people 
6 • Why I dis like my name 
7. An inexpensive hobby 
8. How a jet engine works 
9. Why the sun doesn't shine in the winter at the poles 
10. What makes biscuits rise 
11. Why I joined the Red Cross 
12. Why you must know the approximate date to read a sun 
dial correctly 
13 •· One thing that history teaches us 
14. Why I would willingly fight for my country 
15. An invention that can change our lives 
16. Why little children have to go to bed 
17. Why study a foreign language 
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CHOOSE THE MOST SUITABLE PATTERN 
l8. Should the honor system be employed in examinations? 
l9. Words we tend to use too often 
20. Why I should like to live in (some state) 
2l. Telephone manners 
22. How a telegraph system works 
23. How to care for a new lawn 
24. Qualifications a class officer should have 
25. Why I think is the best movie of the year 
26. My favorite news commentator 
27. Day and night on Mars 
28. Why the Great Salt Lake has so much salt 
29. What I liked about last night's play (concert, recital, 
etc.) 
30• How I improved my study habits 
3l. Why a car may not start on a cold morning 
32. Solar batteries 
33. How an oil furnace is started automatically 
34. The meaning of relative humidity 
35. Rain and people 
36. A baby and a flower 
37 • Wages and grades 
38. Football ~Dd life 
39. A tree and a man 
40. Lif$ and a rose 
4l. Life and a man 
42. A sunset and life 
43. Life and a river 
44. Going to school and building a house 
45~ Money and knowledge 
46. A child and a piece of cla) 
47• Life on the sea 
48. Communism and Democracy 
49. Everyone should have a hobby 
50. Girls should receive less (as much, or more) education 
than boys .. 
Writing Assignment Four 
Directions: 
Write a paragraph using Main Idea-Details pattern. 
Topic: 
List all ideas!' 
Main idea: 
Details in order: 
• 
Write your paragraph here; 
Title: 
See Optional Related Activity Nineteen on page 252. 
Writing Assignment Five 
Directions: 
Write a paragraph using time pattern. 
Topic: 
List all ideas:: 
Main idea: 
Details in order: 
Write your paragraph here: 
Title: 
See Optional Related Activity Twenty on page 253. 
Writing Assignment Six 
Directions: 
Write a paragraph using comparison~contrast pattern. 
Topic: 
List all ideas: 
Main idea: 
Points of likeness or difference! 
Write your paragraph here: 
Title: 
see Optional Related Activity Twenty on page 253. 
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Writing Assig1~ent Seven 
Directions: 
Write a paragraph using conclusion-proof pattern. 
Topic: 
List all id.eas ~ 
1.50 
Main idea: 
Details in order: 
Write your paragraph here: 
Title: 
See Optional Related Actlvity Twenty~two on page 253. 
Writing Assignment Eight 
Directions: 
Write a paragraph using opinion-reason pattern. 
Topic: 
List all ideas:: 
Main idea: 
Details~in order~ 
154 
write your" paragraph here~ 
Title: 
See Optional Related Activity Twenty-three on page 253. 
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Speaking Assignment Four 
Directions:. 
Plan a talk using main idea-details pattern. 
Topic: 
List all ideas: 
1.56 
Arrange your ideas in outline form: 
Topic: 
Main idea: 
Details in order: 
See Optional Related Activity Twenty-four on page 2.53. 
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Speaking Assignment Five 
Directions! 
Plan a talk using time pattern. 
Topic: 
List all ideas: 
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.Arrange your ideas in outline .form: 
Topic: 
Main idea: 
Details in order: 
see Optional Related Activity mwenty-five on page 254. 
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Speaking Assignment Six 
Directions: 
Plan a talk using comparison-contrast pattern. 
Topic: 
List all ideas: 
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Arrange your ideas in outline form: 
Topic: 
Main idea: ----------------------------------------------~ 
Points of likeness or difference: 
See Optional Related Activity Twenty-six on page 254. 
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Speaking Assignment Seven 
Directions~ 
Plan a talk using conclusion-proof pattern. 
Topic: 
List all ideas:-
Arrange your ideas in outline form: 
Topic: 
Main idea: ------~-----------------------------------------
Details in orderr 
See Optional Related Activity Twenty-seven on page 254. 
Speaking Assignment Eight 
Directions: 
Plan a talk using opinion-reason pattern:· 
Topic: 
List all ideas~ 
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Arrange your ideas in outline form~ 
Topic: 
Main idea: 
Details in order: 
See Optional Related Activity Twenty-seven on page 254. 
16.5 
PROGRESS TEST 
Section II - Scranibled Paragraphs 
These paragraphs are scrambled.. The thoughts have 
not been organized. 
Directions: Decide which sentences should be first. Write 
the number 1 in the answer space to the right of the sen-
tence you have selected. 
Decide which sentence should be second. Write the 
number 2 in the answer space to the~,right of your second 
choice. 
Continue nunroering other sentences in a similar 
manner until all answer spaces have been filled. 
Sample: 
The victim should sit with his head 
between his knees for a few minutes to 
restore circulation. 2 
If this does not revive him call a 
doctor. 4 
Fainting and dizzy spells occur when 
a person's blood rushes from his head. 1 
If this does not work, he should lie 
down on his back with his hips slightly 
higher than his head.. 3 
Ao He calmly took the proper tool out of his 
kit and drilled a neat hole in the center 
of the puddle. 
Our hero was equal to the emergency. 
The resultant puddle next to his bed was 
rapidly assuming the proportions of Lake 
Superior. 
A bright young fellow awoke one midnight 
at the height of a violent storm to find 
the ceiling of his top-floor room leak-
ing like mad .. 
B. The Old Colony House on North Main Street 
in Providence was built in 1701. 
Today the Old State House is used by 
Rhode Islandts Sixth District Court. 
From 1762 to 1900 this old building was 
Rhode Islandts State House. 
During the Revolutionary War ;'J George Wash-
ington;'} Lafayette, and Thomas Jefferson 
were entertained there. 
Rhode Islandts Declaration of Independence 
was signed there on May 4;'J 1776. 
c. Education in Rhode Island dates back more 
than three centuries. 
During that time schools were held by 
school-maaters in the public buildings 
of Pro vidence. 
Providence set aside several acres of 
l~nd for schools in 1667 but many years 
passed before the town gave money to 
build the schools. 
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C. (Continued) 
In 1652 the first school in Rhode Island 
was built in Newport. 
Finally in 1758 the first school buildiD~ 
in Providence was built on Meeting Street. 
Do In 1772 the English government decided 
to make the colonies in America pay a 
revenue tax. 
One day the Gaspee ran aground on a 
sandbar at what is now called Gaspee Point~ 
The Gaspee patrolled Narragansett Bay_, 
stopping all merchant ships and requir-
ing payment of heavy taxes on all shipments. 
That night many Providence merchants quickly 
rowed out to the grounded ship and set fire 
to it. 
The British ship Gaspee was sent to 
Rhode Island to collect the tax. 
This was one of the first brave acts of 
the American colonies against England. 
E. In 1812 the United States went to war 
with England to protect our ships and 
shipping. 
The Battle of Lake Erie was won by 
perry and his brave men. 
With these ships he fought against the 
large English ships on September 10, 1813. 
He had no ships.; so he cut down trees and 
built his ow~ ships. 
Rhode Islandts Oliver Hazard perry was 
ordered by the government to drive the 
English from the Great Lakes. 
E. (Continued) 
After the battle he wrote the famous words~ 
1
'We have met the enemy and they are ours .11 
F. soon after he returned to America in l793~ 
Rhode Island asked Stuart to paint a full~ 
portrait of George Washington. 
When he was a young man he went to London, 
England where he became a well-known 
portrait painter. 
That portrait now hangs in the,Rhode 
Island State House. 
Gilbert Stuart, one of Americats greatest 
artists, was born in l755 in a little house 
in North Kingstown, Rhode Island. 
By the time he was thirteen years old 
he had studied painting with an artist 
from Scotland. 
As a child he spent most of his time 
drawing and painting .. 
G. you can let him romp off a leash if het s 
under control, will obey your commands, 
and there is no danger· fr<?m cars • 
This is not nearly as much fun for the 
dog nor for you, which is a good reason 
for training your dog in obedience. 
If he is not trained he will have to be 
walked on a leash .. 
The correct and most pleasant way to give 
exercise to your dog is to walk with him. 
Correct your answers with the answer key. 
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H •. In this way, the changes which take place 
every six months or every year can be 
readily noticed. 
This is especially important to young people 
whose bodies are growing rapidly .. 
Whether we are sick or well, we should see 
our family doctor once or twice a year. 
!t is far easier to get rid of defects 
when they are discovered early in life. 
After every visit to the doctor, he makes 
a written record of the condition of your ·body 
machine. 
The trained doctor who knows your body and is 
following its progress, can tell you how to 
keep well and strong. 
I. Well, it need not be. 
The thing to do is to get started with 
whatever equipment your group may haveo 
Organize a picture-taking expeditionj and 
you'll learn more and have fun, too. 
As your group becomes more interested 
you may decide to buy one or more cameras. 
To the uninitiated teen-ager, exploring 
photography as a hobby can seem bewildering. 
Almost every family has some kind of 
camera tucked away. 
J. The testing machine is· so arranged that the 
patient breathes in and out through a tube 
fastened over his face. 
Since the body is always using energy~ 
we sometimes need to k-Dow how much the 
body is using just to stay alive. 
One of the most important chemical 
tests is called the metabolism test. 
This is measured by comparing the air 
you breathe in with the air you breathe out, 
as you lie quietly on a couch. 
It will also contain more carbon dioxide 
than the air taken in. 
Since the body uses oxygen in order to 
release energy from food, the exhaled 
air will contain less oxygen than the 
air taken in. 
In this ~Nay we know exactly how much 
oxygen he uses up and how much carbon 
dioxide he gives out. 
Correct your ~nswers with the answer key. 
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Section II - Possible Score: 55 
My Score: 
PART THREE 
ORGM~IZATIONAL EXERCISES IN LISTENING 
To ·be read orally by the teacher 
Teacher: 
PART TEREE 
ORGANIZATIONAL PATTERNS 
IN LISTENING 
When you read science or social studies you often 
read to recognize and understand main ideas. You have 
seen that recognizing organizational patterns in readi 
helps you do this. In listening too it is important t 
you see the organizational pattern of the speaker to 
recognize and understand his main ideas. 
part Three of this workbook will give you practice 
in listening f or : 
1. patterns of organization 
2. main ide as 
Open your workbook to Part Three, Organizational Exerci es 
in Listening on page :;_'(l. 
Directions: 
I am going to read selections to youo In the answ 
spaces you wi 11 write:: 
1. the main idea in your own words 
2. the organizational pattern of the selection 
we shall do the sample selection together. 
Sample Exercise 
What kind of man was Andrew Jackson?. Bold and c 
he seemed to love a fight. As a boy, he never would 
he was beaten; as a young man he had fought several d 
He never hesitated to stand up for what he thought was 
right. Jackson was a ma...YJ. of acti·on and of :violent fee -
ings. He had a fiery temper, which was easily aroused 
t 
-~ - - -- - - - - - - -- - ~- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - -- -
against those he thought were his enemieso His quick t 
per and lack of schooling sometimes led him to make mis akes .. 
But he was honest and hard-working. He was as loyal to his 
friends as he was bitter toward his enemies. .And Jack n., 
as the common people lmew., believed wholeheartedly in . 
democracyo 
Teacher:: 
What is the main idea of this selection? (Encourage 
replies.) That t s right. 11 The kind of man that .Andrew 
Jackson was, 11 (or a similar answer) is the main idea. 
Now on your answer· page> after ttsample Exercis~ ,Main 
idea: tt write 11 The kind of man that Andrew Jackson was .u 
What pattern of organization is used?. ttMain idea-
details, tt is correct. So after 11 Patterntt on your 
page write, HMain idea-detailS3. n 
Are there any questions? 
After I read a selection to you$ I shall allow time 
·for you to write the main idea and the pattern used, o 
your answer page • 
Exercise Twenty-five 
In 1903 the Edison studio released 11 The Great Tr 
Robbery, 11 a film about 800 feet long mich contained o 
of the first complete motion-picture stories. 
and two-reel pictures took the country by storm, such 
pictures as tt.Trapped 'by the Bloodhoundstt or 11Raffles, 
the .Amateur Cracksman. tt At first these were shown as 
fillers between vaudeville acts. Soon, however, they 
were being shovm in separate motion-picture houses, 
which were often called Nickelodeonsbecause it cost a 
- - - -- - - - ~ - -- -- - -~ - - -- --- -- -- -- - - - - - --
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nickel to get inl The silent film needed a piano 
and later an orchestra, to play music suited to the sp·rit 
of the film. 11 Cue sheets 11 with the right kind of musi 
were supplied aloP~ with the film. The music was also 
needed to keep people quiet while the reels were being 
changed every fifteen minutes, or when the film broke, 
as happened quite often. 
Main idea: This selection tells the history of the 
first motion pictures. 
Pattern:: Time. 
(Note. The teacher might call attention to trans -
tional words or phrases common to time patterns. They 
are underlined in the selection~) 
Exercise Twenty-six 
Mary and Tom Brown were quite excited when their 
father came home with a new automobile. It was so nice 
and shiny, they hoped i tW~,CXti.ld stay that way forever. 
You can imagine how surprised they were to learn that 
automobiles go to the junk pile after ten years or so, 
while the life span of the human machine is, on the 
average, almost seventy years. 
The dashboard of an automobile is full of instru 
ments that constantly tell the driver whether everyth ng 
is in working order. At least twice a year, and more 
often if there is trouble, most of the owners take it in 
for a check up. There, the garage man makes all sort 
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of tests~ does repairs, replaces parts, and gives the 
owner good advice on how to operate the car. The garage 
mechanic acts like a doctor, but his task is a thousand 
times easier than the doctorts. The human body is a 
thousand times more complicated than an automobile engine. 
Of course, the human body is like a machine in some 
ways, but it is also very different. As Tom puts it, 
11Why is it that we can keep on growing and working for 
years without ever needing spare parts for replacement? tt 
Yes, the human body is a wonderful machine, but it does 
require care. If it is to keep running in good order, 
we must check on it regularly. 
Main idea: The human body is like a machine in some 
ways but it is also very different. 
pattern:· Comparison-contrast. 
Exercise Twenty-seven 
The bicycle was introduced to America at the 
Continental Exposition in Philadelphia in 1876. It had 
a front wheel fifty or si:x;.ty inches in diameter, with 
pedals on its axle, and a seat over the wheel. A small 
rear .wheel, about eighteen inches high, came trailing 
behind. Soon, though, the bicycle with equalized 
wheels, sprocket, and chain was invented. Then bicycle 
clubs were formed everywhere, and before automobiles 
"-"!';:·.' 
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came on the market the bicycle ~as used by nearly every-
one for business or pleasure. 
Main idea: This selec.tion tells the history of the 
bicycle in America. 
pattern: Time 
(Note: Words and .phrases common to the time 
pattern are underlined.) 
Exercise T~enty-eight 
What idea did Congress hold about the south ~hen the 
Civil War had ended? Many Republicans in Congress did 
not agree with the ideas of Abraham Lincoln and Andrew 
Jackson. They felt that the South had been responsible 
for the ~ar and that it should be punished. They thought 
that the North should.see to it that the South respected 
the rights of Negroes,. Some.; also, felt that the plan 
of reunion ~as the business of Congress and not that 
of the President. 
Main idea: This selection tells how Congress felt 
about the South when the Civil War had ended. 
Pattern: Main idea-details. 
Exercise Twenty-nine 
Why not have a cook-out at the beach? Here 1 s how 
it is done: Dig a hole two or three feet deep, three 
feet long.; and three feet wide. Line the bottom and 
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sides of the hole with rocks. Build a fire on the rocks 
at least three hours before time to put the food in. 
Let the fire burn until the stones are white hot, then 
rake out the coals and you are ready to cook. Lay a six-
inch layer of damp seaweed on the rocks.. This will provide 
the steam. On top of the seaweed put a wet covering o~ 
burlap. Cover this in turn with white cloth to keep the 
food clean and arrange the food on it. Cover the food 
with a clean white cloth and over this a piece of wet burlap. 
Keep the covering moist during the hour or,more necessary 
to cook the food. 
Main idea: How to have a cook-out at the beach. 
Pattern: Time. 
Exercise Thirty 
(Note: The teacher might dramatize the argumentative 
aspects of this ~election in his oral reading. Certain 
words are underlined for emphasis to aid this interpre-
tation.) 
Smoke is a danger to our health. we kno1.v that our 
bodies need sunlight, yet the smoke of some cities cuts off 
40 percent of the sunlight: we know also that smoke is 
really tiny particles of solids drifting in the air. These 
particles damage the thin membranes of the eyes, the lungs, 
and the nose and throat. such damaged membranes are easy 
places for infections to start. And smoke can kill. In 
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October~ 1948, 20 persons in a little town in Penn-
sylvania died as a result of poisoned air. Nearly 6,000 
were made ill. All this resulted from smoke and unburned 
gases pouring from factory chimneys .. 
Main ide~: Smoke is a danger to OL~ health. 
Pattern: Conclusion-proof. 
Exercise Thirty-one 
(Note:· Argumentative aspects of the selection 
might be emphasized.) 
Galileo should be recognized as a great contributor 
to science. Galileols observations of the solar system 
and the universe were among his most important contri-
butions to science. He made one of the first practical 
telescopes. He used it to watch the heavenly bodies 
and chart their positions. Galileo ~ the mountains 
and the valleys of the moon. He discovered that the 
moon shines by reflected light, and that the milky way 
is a mass of individual stars. With his telescope, 
Galileo discovered the moons around Jupiter and noticed 
spots on the sun. He kept accurate and complete records 
of his observations. Galileo spent ·his later years 
teaching his pupils and publishing his findings. His 
experiments and discoveries cleared the way for the 
age of science. 
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Main idea: Galileots contributions to science should 
be reconciled. 
Pattern! Conclusion-proof. 
Exercise Thirty-two 
On July l, the two forces met and the great battle 
of Gettysburg began. The Union forces took their posi-
tion on a series of hills and ridges near Gettysburg. 
The Confederates occupied a ridge opposite them. Through 
two and one half days the bitter fighting continued. At 
noon on July 3, there was a sudden silence on the battle-
field. General Lee was preparing to make a bold and 
desperate attack. Then l5,000 brave Confederat~s, led 
by General George Pickett, advanced across a field 
against the Union positions on Cemetery Ridge. In 
perfect order they charged through the murderous Union 
fire and flung themselves at the Union lines. A handful 
of them succeeded in planting the Confederate flag high 
on the hill in the Union positions. But then they were 
forced back. The cannon and musket fire had been deadly, 
and three fourths of the attackers had been killed and 
wounded. The brave charge had failed. The battle was 
lost. The next day Lee turned back toward the Southo 
Main idea: This is the story of the Battle of Gettysburgo 
Pattern: Time. 
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Exercise Thirty~three 
Even in a large aquarium, a fish has little room to 
move around. It does not take long to explore every 
nook and cranny of the world about him. Now, suppose 
this fish were unable to swim up and down through the 
water. suppose that he uould move only here and there 
on the bottom of the tank. How very much smaller his 
world would become: one flip of his tail and he haa 
reached a wall. He can look up at the sky and may see 
there things to eat, but they are beyond his reach. If 
the aquarium were as large as a.pond or a lake or even 
an oceanJ we should still be a little sorry for such an 
animale It would be forced to spend his entire life 
crawling or swimming about on the bottom. If we compare 
our own world with this supposed underwater ·world, human 
beings seem to be less tied down than the unfortunate 
fish. Yet, in a way, we are exactly like him. we, too, 
live at the bottom of an ocean - an ocean of air - where 
we must always remain. Without help, we cannot leave 
the bottom. OL~ bodies are too heavy to float in air 
and our muscles are too weak for swimming or flying in 
'the air a 
Main idea: Humans live at the bottom of an ocean of air. 
pattern: Comparison-contrast. 
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Exercise Thirty-four 
American history is more thrilling than the most 
exciting stage play. Our stage is the biggest you can 
imagine - 3100 miles long and 1500 miles wideo It is 
all America~ Giant trees and silver waterfalls, tall 
purple mountains, white deserts, and green farms make 
the scenery. On this beautiful stage come the actorso 
There are millions of them~ Red people, white people, 
yellow, brown and black; Spanish, English, French, 
Swedish, Dutch, Italian, Slavic, Chinese, and many more 
to play their parts. Farmers, barbers, miners, preach-
ers, ·doctors, lawyers,; teachers, singers, painters, 
c:arpenters, shoemakers, butchers, bakers, and many 
others. There they are, - your families and mine for 
many years back. Before the end, we see ourselves, 
actors too in this'play that becomes a mighty pageant, 
11 The United States of A.merica.tt 
Main idea:· .American history is more thrilling than the 
most exciting stage play. 
pattern: Comparison-contrast. 
Exercise Thirty-five 
For healthful zing and zest, :Cor getting kicks from 
high-speed travel and for the f®~ling o$ soaring like a 
bird, there1s nothing like coming through the waves on 
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on water skis. Itts the fastest-growing sport in the U. S. -
partly because of the play Cinerama gave it, partly because 
of the post-war outboard-motor boom apd partly because 
everybody who pulls up on skis promptly becomes an addict. 
In fact, there are more water skiers today than there are 
snow-type skiersJ - over 5,000,000. You too should 
become a water;.... skier. 
Main ide.a: You should become a water-skier. 
pattern: Opinion-reason. 
Exercise Thirty-six 
The first automobiles were thought to be dangerous. 
In 1896 the auto was simply a buggy with a one-cylinder 
engine in it. It could make about twelve miles an hour. 
president Theodore Roosevelt was always a daring fellow, 
but when he rode ~n a horseless carriage in 1902, he had 
a horse and buggy follow along in case of accident~ At 
one time in ~nnessee there was a law which stated that 
anyone who intended to drive an automobile anywhere must 
publish a warning of the fact in the newspapers a week 
ahead of timeil 
Main idea: The first automobiles were thought to be 
dangerous. 
Pattern (if selection is exposi ttg:o.,}): Main idea-details. 
Pattern (if selection is argumentation): Conclusion-proof. 
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Exercise Thirty-seven 
Selecting food for domestic animals is much like 
choosing food for people. In fact> scientists learned 
a great deal about human nutrition by do~ng experiments 
with white rats, pigeons, chickens,g~inea pigs, and dogs. 
Animals need the aame·materials in their food that we need, 
and they also must have a well-balanced diet.. However, 
there is one important difference in· the food re~uirements 
of people and animals. Most people require the same basic 
foods, but various kinds of animals often require different 
foods because their bodies are constructed differently. 
Main idea: Selecting food for domestic animals is much 
like choosing food for people. 
pattern: Comparison-contrast. 
Exercis~ Thirty-eight 
On their faces and in their formations, rocks carry 
records of our worldts history. Igneous rocks tell of 
the work of intense heat in melting and molding the 
minerals of the earth~ Sedimentary rocks tell of the 
flow and ebb of weather and water to produce soil and 
new rocks. Metamorphic rocks tell of earth-shiftings 
and new periods of intense pressure and heat. Limestones, 
sandstones, and shales carry fossil records of an earlier 
age when oceans stood where dry land now stands. 
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Main idea: Rocks carry records of our worldls history. 
Pattern (exposition): Main idea-details. 
Pattern (argumentation): Conclusion-proof. 
Exercise Thirty-nine 
Kelly would not chew leather slippers like other dogs. 
Time and again I have pointed out to Kelly that with dis-
criminating dogs~ dogs who are looking for a finer~ lighter 
chew- itts bedroom sl~ppers two to one. I have even 
dropped old, dilapidated bedroom slippers here and there 
behind the furniture~ hoping to tempt him. But the fact 
is~ that dog wouldnJt touch a bedroom slipper if he was 
starving. 
Main idea: Kelly would not chew leather slippers. 
pattern: Main idea-details. 
Exercise Forty 
(Note: The teacher might ask the class to see how 
many details they are able to recall from this selection.) 
In 1521~ the great explorer Ma~ellan had discovered 
a rich group of islands in the southwest Pacific. However, 
it was not until forty-four years later in 1566, that the 
first permanent Spanish settlement was made in the 
Philippines. From 1565j until 1898, the Spaniards ruled 
the islands. 
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When the United States gained control of the 
Philippines, one of its first responsibilities was to 
provide a government for the territory. From 1898 to 
1907, an American commission of five men governed the 
islands. From 1907 to. 1916 the islands were ruled by 
a governor general aided by a commission appointed by 
the President of the United States and by an assembly 
made up of members elected by the Philippines. The 
purpose of this form of government was to train the 
Filipinos in self-government. In 1916, during Presi-
dent 1-J"oodrow ·Wilson 1 s administration, the United States 
government gave the Filipino people a majority on the 
commission. In 1934, Congress passed a law which made 
the Philippines a self-governing republic, which was 
to become wholly independent at the end of ten years. 
In the meantime~ islands continued to be a possession 
of the United States. At the end of the ten-year period, 
in 1944, the United States was at war with Japan and the 
Philippines were in the hands of the Japanese. The 
United States government announced its decision to give 
the Philippines complete independence after the.war. 
In 1946 the Philippines became an independent nation. 
Main idea: This selection is a brief history of the 
Philippines from 1521 to its independence in 1946. 
pattern: Time o 
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Exercise Forty-one. 
John Greenleaf Whittier grew up on a farm near Haverhill, 
Massachusetts. His parents taught him the Quaker faith and 
much of the history of the region. He roamed the fields of 
his neighborhood_, came to know the farm animals and helped 
to tap the maple trees to get the sap for making maple 
sugar. He did not get much schooling because the country 
schools at that early time were poor. But he made up for 
the loss_ by reading a great deal. 'When Whittier had growh 
to manhood, his Quaker faith and his love of humankind 
caused him to urge the freeing of the slaves and to write 
many poems in support of this cause. He edited magazines 
and wrote books. But he~~never forgot the farm on which 
he had been brought up. When he was an older man_, he set 
down in a beautiful poem, snow-Bound, his memories of 
boyhood days when his family and some guests were snowbound. 
Main idea: John Gree~nle af Whittier had happy boyhood day~ 
growing up on a farm. 
pattern: Main idea-details. Details are given in a 
time pattern. 
Exercise Forty-two 
In seventeenth century England a man named Robert 
Hook was building microscopes and studying different 
objects with them. He examined the inside of a piece 
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of cork and sai.?d that it was made up of 11 li ttle boxes 
of cells • 11 From that day to this the name cell has been 
used for the small compartments which are .found in all 
living things. During the next century, many other 
scientists studied plant and animal cells. Then, in 
1839 two Germap scientists~ Schleiden and Schwann, 
brought .forth the idea that all living things are made 
up o.f similar units or cells. These carry on all the 
life activities of a plant or an animal. In the next 
hundred years scientists all over the world added much 
to our knowledge o.f the living cells. 
Main idea~ This is the history o.f man's knowledge 
of cell life. 
Pattern: Time. 
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PROGRESS TEST 
Section III ~ Organizational Patterns in Listening. 
To be read orally by the t~~cher. 
Teacher: 
You will answer this section of the Progress Test 
exactly the same way that you answered the exercises in 
Part III of the workbook. I shall read ten selections 
to you. In the answer spaces on page 203 you will 
write: 
1. the main idea in your own words and 
2. the organizational pattern of the selection. 
When I finish reading each selection) I shall allow you 
a short time to write your answers. I shall not reread 
any selection or any part of a selection. Are there 
any questions? 
we shall begin with: 
Exercise A 
Type of Discourse: Description 
It is pleas ant to walk in the woods in October .. 
The scarlet leaves of dogwood, maple and viburnum make 
a flaming margin to the edge~ of the forest. The trees 
of oakj beech, tulip, maple and hic~ory stand tall and 
close together. Their leaves at the top do not allow 
much light to reach thef.iorest floor which is covered with 
last yearts dead leaves and a few which have just begun 
to fall. Birds are feeding on the fruits of dogwood, 
vibilrnum and sour gums.. Squirrels are eating the nuts 
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of beech, hick?ry and oak. As we scuffle along in the 
leaves, we come upon a shrew which is hunting for in-
sects. A flicker is working on a tree trunk. High up 
in an old oak is a big hole. Marks on the side of the 
tree show that a raccoon uses it for a home, going up and 
down nightly for its trips to the nearby pond for food. 
Around the bases of the trees are green mosses and gray-
green lichens. Higher up, millions of little green algae 
cling tightly to the bark, like green paint. 
Main idea: It is pleasant to walk through the woods in 
October. 
Pattern: Main idea-details. 
Exercise B 
Type of Discourse: Narration. 
Recently a 17-year-old Texas girl was driving her 
f arnily car, alone, when she carne to an intersection. 
suddenly a figure stepped out from the shadow of a large 
tree directly into the path of the car.. She slammed on 
the brakes; she felt the impact. Jumping out of the car 
in horror, she found she had struck and killed an elderly 
man. She panicked. stumbling back into her car, she fled. 
Several witnesses saw her drive off; two got her license 
number. She was caught within half an hour. after the 
accident occurred. In court, the witnesses testified 
that the accident was not her fault, that the victom, who 
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was partially blind~ had attempted to cross against the 
lightJ that the girl was driving at proper speed and obey-
ing all traffic regulations._ But the girl was ·sentenced 
to 90 days in prison - for leaving the scene of an acci-
dent. The verdict points up an amazing blind spot in our 
young-driver training. A~though the accident rate for 
drivers in the 16-to-21 age group is far higher than that 
for older drivers, few of these young people know what to 
do, and what not to do - in case of an accident. The Texas 
girl was comparatively lucky - her sentence was suspended. 
Main idea: Few young drivers know what to do~ and what not 
to doJ in case of an accident. 
Pattern: Time. 
Exercise C 
Type of Discourse: Exposition. 
The food partnerships among plants and animals are 
often studied in food-chains. Each kind of food eaten is 
considered a link in the chain. The first link is always 
a plant;the last link is usually an animal. For example 
the sunfish feeds on insects in the waterJ and the insects 
feed on algae. HereJ there are two links in the food-chain. 
A little boy catches the sunfish, eats itJ and a thirn link 
is added to the chain. The raccoon eats a crayfish, the 
crayfish has eaten worms, insects and vegetation, while 
the worms and insects have fed on algae. In manrs food, 
one can find many interesting food-chains. No matter 
where you end~ the story begins with a green plant and 
the energy of sunlight. 
I>iain ide·a'.: The food partnerships· among plants and animals 
are often suudied in food~chains. 
pattern: Time. 
Exercise D 
Type of Discourse:: Exposition 
The initials of the New York, Chicago, and St. Louis 
Railroad were commonly given as N.Y.C.L. An editor of a 
small Qhio newspaper once referred to the 11 NYCL-plated 
railroad. 11 The phrase caught on, and the railroad adopted 
the nNickel Plated Railroadtt as its name. 
Main idea: The 11Nickel Plated Railroad received its name 
from a newspaper referencev 
Pattern: Time. 
Exercise E 
Type of Discourse: Argumentation 
Undoubtedly Thomas Alva Edison \-Jas one of our great-
est inventors. His patented inventions number over 1000, 
and earned him the name of 11 the wizard of electricity." 
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He invented and made the first electric light bulb~ the 
first phonograph, and the first motion picture machine. 
How did Edison hit on his inventions? He worked and 
experimented for years and years. No job was too big; no 
detail was too small for him~ In his search for the best 
filament to use in his light bulb, he sent his assistants 
all over the world. He even yanked a hair out of a friendrs 
beard and e~perimented with that. When Edison was a boy 
he wondered about the things around him, just as you do. 
He experimented to find the answers to his questions. His 
curiosity was great, and he remembered almost everything 
he read and saw. Edison startBd his first laboratory when 
he was still in his teens. He saved his money and bought 
chemicals. At 22 he had already sold his first invention. 
He built a laboratory aDd workshop with the money he earned. 
His small workshop soon grew into a huge factory, and Edison 
devoted the rest of his life to experimentation. 
Main idea:· Edison was one of our greatest inventors~ 
Pattern: Conclusion-proof. 
Exercise F 
Type of Discourse: Argumentation 
rrsoundo 11 , the new all-transistor radio will be your 
favorite companion. You caD have all the fun, and none 
of the lugging, of 01...ming a portable. 11 soundott makes a 
party of any occasion. The power-packed chassis provides 
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plenty of volume for outdoors. A built~in antennae pulls 
in stations like a magnet. ItJs the perfect companion 
f'or any event. Treat yourself to a pocketful of fun. 
Buy 11 soundo~n 
Main idea:: Buy 11 Soundo~n 
pattern: Opinion-reason. 
Type of Discourse: Exposition 
Exercise G 
Now that you are in the ninth grade you may find many 
things are different from those carefree days back in the 
fifth and sixth grades. One of the greatest changes you 
will find is in the amount of homework that you are expect.ed 
to do. And homework meanS. reading- not just a page or tb"Q'<;l, 
but whole chapters;· No1...r and then you wi 11 even be asked 
to write reports on entire books~ Often you will find 
yourself' carrying home not one book, but an armload of 
books, one for each subject you are takingo The world of 
serious study is bBginning to open up before your eyes. 
The amount of reading you will need to do this year is . 
only a preview of what you will need to do in senior high 
schoolo From now on, the largest part of your education 
at school will come to you through the printed page. There 
are not enough hours in the day for teachers to tell you 
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all you need to know. You have to dig information out 
of books for yourself~ 
Main idea:. Ability to read well and quickly is more 
important in the ninth grade~ 
pattern: Comparison-contrast. 
Exercise H 
Type of Discourse: Argumentation 
Hair may be styled in a number of ways~ but to be 
beautiful it must be soft and shining. Regal Shampoo, made 
for your individual hair conditionJ will bring out the 
natural softness and lustre of your hairo Regal Shampoo 
is right for you. Itts the correct shampoo to bring out 
the real beauty of your hair. 
Main idea"! You shQuld use Regal Shampoo. 
pattern: Opinion-reason. 
Exercise I 
Type of Discourse: Argumentation 
Plant enemies can be controlled by inexpensive methods 
of farming. A thick gro·wth of wheat, clover, alfalfa, or 
cowpe as will crowd out most weeds in a field. Pasturing 
lands with sheep or goats that graze very close to the ground 
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will get rid of some kinds of weeds. Of course, in a 
garden you can dig up the weeds and burn them. sometimes 
the soil used in a greenhouse is heated hot enough to kill 
the harmful fungi in it. Tobacco growers burn big piles 
of tree branches on the soil where they are going to plant 
tobacco seeds. The heat kills the fungi that injure the 
young pla_1'J.ts. 
Main idea: Plant enemies can be controlled by inexpensive 
methods of farming~ 
Pattern: conclusion-proof •. 
Exercise J 
Type of Discourse Exposition 
In recent years the national government has passed 
laws r·egulating business concerns and workers. One of the 
most important of these was the National Labor Relations 
Act, commonly called the Wggner Act. This law said that 
workers should have the right to organize in unions and to 
be~gain collectively with employers. It also gave the 
National Labor Relations Board the power to keep employers 
ltfrom engaging in any unfair labor practices • 11 Further-
more_, A wage and Hours Law was passed to regulate the hours 
of work and the minimum wages to be paid. In 1947~.the 
Taft-Hartley Act was passed which placed certain limits 
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on the activities of labor unions. 
Main idea: In ren.ent yearS. the national government has 
passed laws regulating business concerns and 
workers. 
Pattern: Main idea-details. 
PART THREE 
ORGANIZATIONAL EXERCISES IN LISTENING 
.Answer Section 
PART THREE 
ORGANIZATIONAL EXERCISES IN LISTENING 
Sample Exercise 
Main idea: 
Answer Page 
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----------------------------~------------------
pattern: 
Exercise Twenty-five 
Hain idea:: ------------------------------------
pattern: 
Exercise Twenty-six 
Main idea: ---------------------------------------------
pattern: 
Exercise Twenty-seven 
Main idea: 
Pattern: 
Exercise Twenty-eight 
Main idea: 
pattern: 
Exercise Twenty-nine 
Main idea: 
Pattern: 
Exercise Thirty 
Main idea: 
pattern: 
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Answer Page 
Exercise Thirty~one 
Main idea: 
Pattern: 
Exarcise Thirty-two 
Main idea: 
Pattern: 
Exercise Thirty-three 
Main idea: 
Pattern: 
Exercise Thirty-four 
Main idea: 
Pattern: 
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Answer page 
Exercise Thirty-~ive 
Main idea: 
Pattern: 
Exercise Thirty-six 
Main idea: 
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Answer Page 
Pattern (if selection is exposition): 
~-------------------
Pattern (if selection is argumentation): 
~-----------------
Exercise Thirty-seven 
Main idea! 
Pattern: 
Exercise Thirty-eight 
Hain idea: 
pattern (exposition): 
------------------------------------------
pat tern ( ar gum entation) :'------------------------------
Exercise Thirty-nine 
Main idea: 
Pattern: 
Exercise Forty 
Main idea: 
pattern: 
Exercise Forty-one 
Main idea: 
pattern: 
Exercise Forty-two 
Main idea: 
Pattern: 
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Answer Page 
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PROGRESS TEST 
Section III - Organizational Exercises in Listening 
Answer Page 
Exercise A Type: Description 
Main idea: 
pattern: 
Exercise B Type: Narration 
Main idea: 
pattern: 
Exercise C Type: Exposition 
Main idea: 
pattern: 
Exercise D Type: Exposition 
Main idea: 
pattern: 
Exercise E 
Main idea: 
Pattern: 
Exercise F 
Main idea: 
Pattern: 
Exercise G 
Main idea: 
Pattern: 
Exercise H 
l-1ain idea: 
Pattern: 
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Type: Argumentation 
Type: Argumentation 
Type: Exposition 
Type: Argumentation 
Exercise I 
Main idea: 
pattern: 
Exercise J 
Main idea: 
Pattern: 
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Type::, .Argumentation 
I 
Type: Exposition 
Possible score 20 
My Score 
---
For more practice in listening see Optional Related 
Activity Eight on page 247. 
ANSWER KEYS 
Exercise One 
a .. trees 
b. fowls 
c. shapes 
d .. months 
c. buildings 
f .. furniture 
g. directions 
h .. tastes 
i. colors 
j. regions 
k .. tools 
1. seasons 
m .. grains 
n. days 
o. dishes 
P• clothes 
q. vegetables 
r. noises 
s. states 
t .. sports 
a. New Year t s Day 
Easter 
Memorial Day 
Fourth of July 
Columbus Day 
Veteran 1 s Day 
Thanksgiving 
Christmas 
b. The Revolution 
The war of 1812 
The Mexican War 
ANSWER KEY 
PART I 
Exercise Three 
The war Between the States 
The Spanish-American War 
World if.Tar I 
World War II 
The Korean War 
Exercise Two 
a. color 
b .. weekdays 
c. player 
d. actors 
e. sports 
f. dogs 
g. shape 
round 
flat 
oblong 
square 
h. weather 
rain 
snow 
fog 
sunny 
i. vehicle 
bus 
automobile 
bicycle 
jet plane 
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c. eating breakfast 
walking to school 
saluting the flag 
The Lordt s Prayer 
The principalt s 
broadcast 
d. You may choose 
your own order 
but be sure it 
fits a Time 
pattern. 
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Answer Key-Continued 
c. Columbus 
William Bradford 
French and Indian War 
Revolutionary War 
Robert E. Lee 
Atlantic Charter 
Guadalcanal 
f. galleon 
oxcart 
stagecoach 
covered wagon 
automobile 
airplane 
speedboat 
helicopter 
g. selecting subject 
selecting best angle for shot 
using light meter 
adjusting shutter 
focusing 
snapping picture 
h. finding the recipe 
collecting the utensils 
collecting the ingredients 
measuring the ingredients 
mixing batter 
baking the cake 
Exercise Four 
a. domestic animals 
cow 
dog 
calf 
racehorse 
kitten 
goldfish 
canary 
wild animals 
tiger 
lion 
elephant 
zebra 
bear 
reindeer 
panther 
b. old--means of transportation modern means of transportation 
stage coach 
biplane 
horse and buggy 
side-wheeler. 
c .. ~Jilmny 
rainy 
cloudy -
fog 
d. ivories ~ 
flower 
beak 
nose 
bright 
dark 
cdull 
murky 
piano 
plant 
bird 
dog 
bus 
jet 
automobile 
atomic submarine 
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Answer Key-Continued 
Exercise Five 
1 - 0 41 - 0 81 - F 
2 - 0 42 -· F 82·- 0 
3 - 0 43 - F 83 - 0 
4 - 0 44 - 0 84 - F 
5 - F 45 - 0 85 - 0 
6 - F 46 - 0 86 - F 
7 - 0 47 - 0 87 - 0 
8 - F 48 - F 88 - F 
9 - F 49 - F 89 - F 
10 - F 50 - 0 90 - F 
11 - F 51 - F 
12 - F 52 - F 
13 - F. 53 - 0 
14 - F 
15 - 0 
54 - 0 
55 - F 
.16 - 0 56 - F 
17 - F 57 - 0 
18 - 0 58 - F 
19 - F 59 - 0 
20 -· F 60 - 0 
21 - 0 61 - 0 
22 - 0 62 - 0 
23 - F 63 - F 
24 - F 64 - F 
25 -F. .65 - F 
2p - F 66 0 
27 - F. 67 - 0 
28 - 0 68 - 0 
29 - F 69 - 0 
30 - 0 70 - F 
31 - 0 71 - 0 
. 32 - 0 
. 72 - F 
33 - F 73 - Ci 
34 - F 74 - 0. 
35 - 0 75 - F 
36 - 0 76 - F 
37 - F 77 - 0 
38 - F 78 - 0 
39 - 0 79 - F 
40 - 0 80 - F 
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Answer Key-Continued 
paragraph C 
1 - Result 
2 - F 
3 - F 
~ - F 
7 - F 
EXercise Six 
Pattern: Conclusi.on-proof 
Why? The result is support-
ed by statements of 
fact •. 
Paragraph D 
1 - Result 
2 - F 
3 - F 
~ - F 
7 - F 
Pattern: 
Why? 
Conclusion-proof 
The result is support-
ed by statements of 
fact. 
Paragraph E 
1 - Result 
2 - 0 
3 - 0 
4 - 0 
pattern: Opinion-reason 
Why? The result is support-
ed by statements of 
opinion. 
Paragraph F 
l - Result 
2 - 0 
3 - 0 
4 - 0 
5 - 0 
Pattern: 
Why? 
Opinion-reason 
The result is 
supported by 
statements of 
opinion. 
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.ANSWER KEY 
PROGRESS TEST 
Section I 
A. thou~hts or ideas 
B. speaking 
c. listening 
D. patterns o~ organization 
E. five 
F. main idea-details 
G. time 
H. comparison-contrast 
I. comclusion-proof 
J. opinion-reason 
K. fact 
L. opinion 
M. argument 
N. chronological 
o. sequence 
p. main idea-details 
~- the main idea, boys, is explained by a list of details, 
the boys' names 
R. time 
s. events are listed in the order in which they happen 
T •. comparison-contrast 
Ans,.Jer Key-Continued 
Progress Test 
Section I 
Ue point out differences between the two pictures 
V. fact 
W. opinion 
x. conclusion-proof 
y. opinion-reason 
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ANSWER KEY 
P.ART TWO 
Exercise Seven 
Main idea: In 1955 five Rhode Islanders 3 four players and 
an umpire, were in major league baseball. 
a. Milwaukee Braves 
b. Brooklyn Dodgers 
d. Pittsburgh Pirates 
d. umpire 
Pattern: Main idea-details 
Why? The main idea is supported by a list of details. 
Exercise Eight 
Main idea: The street names of Boston are fascinating . 
.Any five· of the follmving details are acceptable: 
a. A new concept of government is indicated by Federal street. 
b. The Continental Congress is remembered by Congress street. 
c. Liberty Square commemorates French liberty. 
d. Union street celebrates the union of the United States. 
e. Derne Street and Louisburg Square are named for battles. 
f. India street is named fo·r a commercial venture. 
g. Shawmut Avenue and Sachem and SagmmnDe Streets show 
our regard for the Indians. 
h. Fleet, cornhill and Wapping streets were so named 
because of a nostalgic love for England. 
Pattern: Main idea-details 
Why? The main idea is supported by a list of details. 
Exercise Nine 
Headline: Back Yard Treasure Hunt 
a. Hide numerous articles. 
b. Arrange teams consisting of one boy and one girl. 
c. Give each couple a list of the hidden items with instruc-
tions to note the place of each item found. 
2J-4 
Answer Key-Continued 
Exercise Nine 
d. Found items should not be removed. 
e. No find should be revealed. 
f. At the end of a specified time the couple with the great-
est number of items located wins the game. 
Pattern: Time 
Why? Details are listed in the order in which they happen. 
Exercise Ten 
Main idea: Kelly is different from other dogs. 
a. Yap at each other's heels. 
b. Chase cats. 
c. Use a dog-paddle to swim. 
d. Chase swans all day, everyday. 
e. Never catches a s~an. 
f. Can't swim. 
g. Shows off with overhand stroke. 
h. Has to be fished out. 
Pattern: Comparison-contrast. 
Why? The difference between Kelly and other dogs is 
pointed out. 
Exercise Eleven 
Main idea: All motion is produced by a force. 
a. F 
b. F 
c. F 
d. F 
e¥ F 
pattern: Conclusion~proof 
Why? A result is supported by statements of fact. 
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Answer Key-Continued 
Exercise Twelve 
Main idea: You should own the Whizzer. 
a. 0 
b. 0 
c. 0 
d. 0 
Pattern: Opinion-reason 
Why? A result i& supported by statements of opinion. 
Exercise Thirteen 
Headline: Various Ways To See Boston 
a. From the air 
b. From an automobile 
c. From a sightseeing bus 
d. By walking 
pattern: Main idea-details 
1-J"hy? The main idea is supported by a list of details. 
Exercise Fourteen 
Headline: Ways To Conserve Wildlife. 
a. Be careful with fire. 
b. see that others are careful with fire. 
c. Plant trees. 
d. Do not pick wild flowers. 
e. Build houses and feeding stations for birds. 
f. Obey hunting and fishing laws. 
g. Join a wildlife conservation organization. 
Pattern: Main idea-details 
Why? The main idea is supported by a list of details. 
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Answer Key-Continued 
Exercise Fifteen 
Title: Vitamins 
Main idea: Some foods contain vitamins which regulate 
growth and prevent certain diseases. 
a •. Vitamin A 
b. Vitamin B complex 
c. Vitamin 0 
Pattern: Main idea-details 
Why? The main idea is supported by a list of details. 
outline 
1. Vitamins found in food regulate growth~ prevent disease. 
A. Vitamin A 
1. growth promoting 
2. found in 
a. butter 
b. leafy vegetables 
c. carrots. 
d. tomatoes 
e. liver 
f. eggs 
3. can be stored in the body. 
~- plentiful supply in summer. 
B. Vitamin B complex 
1. thiamine 
a. lack can caus.e beriberi~ nervous disease 
bo found in 
(l) whole grain cereals 
(2) leafy vegetables 
(3) yeast 
(4) Milk 
(.5) liver 
2. riboflavin 
a. lack affects eyes 
b. found in 
(1) leafy vegetables 
(2) lean meat (3) eggs 
(4) milk 
(.5) liver 
(6) yeast 
Answer Key~Continued 
J. niacin 
a. lack causes pallagra 
b. f'ound in 
C. Vi tam.in C 
(1) whole-wheat bread 
( 2) buttermilk 
( 3) carrots 
(4) various meats 
1. must be taken daily 
2. good sources 
a. grapef'ruit 
b. oranges 
c. lemons 
d. tomatoes 
Exercise Sixteen 
Title:. Rhode Island (or Providence) Theater History 
a. In 1840 actor Junius Booth appeared in Providence. 
b. Uncle Tomrs Cabin had a long run in the 1850s. 
c. Charles Dickens read his own works in 1860s. 
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d. In 1872 Lippitt built the Providence Opera House where 
f'am.ous actors and actresses played until 1931. 
e. In the 1880s there were at least f'ive professional 
theaters. 
f'. During the rest of' the nineteenth·century the theater 
was an important part of' Rhode Island life. 
g. At the opening of the new century vaudeville became 
very popular. 
Pattern: Time 
Why? Events are listed in the order in which they happened. 
Exercise seventeen 
Headline:: Final IV£onths Of War 
a. Landings were made in Normandy on June 6~ 1944· 
b. German resistance was stiff but not strong enough. 
c. By early fall most of France was free. 
d. Allies were ready to cross the Rhine. 
e. In December, 1944 the Battle of the Bulge took place 
in Belgium. 
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Answer Key-Continued 
EXercise Seventeen 
f. By January, 1945_, .American and British armies crossed 
into Germany. 
b. Finally on May 8, 1945 Germany surrendered uncondition-
ally. 
Pattern: Time 
Why? The events are given in the order in which they happened. 
Exercise Eighteen 
Headline: nee surrenders to Grant. 
a. Both were great generals. 
b. Botlj met to make peace. 
c. Both served in the Mexican War. 
~~ Both signed the terms of peace. 
e. Lee showed respect for the occasion. 
f. Lee wore a new general's uniform of Confederate grey. 
g. Lee reminded Grant of the reason for the meeting. 
h. Grant showed respect for Lee. 
i. Grant wore a privatets uniform of Union blue. 
j. Grant talked for half an hour ~bout Mexican War campaigns. 
Pattern: Comparison-contrast. 
Why? The likenesses and differences between Lee and Grant 
are pointed out. 
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Answer Key-Continued 
Exercise Nineteen 
Main idea: The contribution of Negroes are woven into the 
whole pattern of our nation's story. 
a. One of Columbus' pilots was a Negro. 
b. They came with Spanish and French explorers. 
c. Negroes were brought to Jamestown, Virginia~ before the 
Pilgrims landed in Massachusetts. 
d. A Negro was killed in the fighting that led to the 
Revolutionary war. 
e. A Negro received the Navy Cross for distinguished service 
during the attack on pearl Harbor in World War II. 
f. conclusion-proof 
g. A result is supported by statements of fact. 
pattern: Main idea-details 
Why? The main idea is supported by a list of details. 
or 
Pattern: Time 
Why? Events "are given in the order in which they happened. 
h. Because two patterns of organization are combined in 
the same short paragraph. 
Exercise Twenty 
Main idea: Edgar Allan Poe is America's greatest literary 
contribution to the world. 
a. poe perfected the short story in American literature. 
b. He practically invented the short story with the theme 
of horror or mystery. 
c. In poetry he showed himself almost a musician. 
d. He created a mood by making his poems sound like music. 
e. The gloomy mood and mystery of 11 The Raven1t express the 
sadness of Poe's life. 
f. It expressed his feeling for the mystery that he found 
in the world .. 
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Answer Key-Continued 
Exercise Twenty-one 
Title: Boston, Contrasts and Contradictions 
a. Best and worst streets. 
b. Near top in per capita wealth and per capita city debt. 
c. Yankee city with Irish majority~ 
d. Palatial residences with disgrace~ul slumso 
e. More agencies ~or mankind's betterment but large percen-
tage of unfortunates. 
f. Raises no sheep yet exports wool and awards sheepskins. 
Pattern:: Comparison-contrast 
VJJ:iy? The differences between ideas are pointed out. 
Exercise Twenty-two 
I 
Main idea: In some ways~ an electric current flowing 
through a circuit acts much like water ~lowing 
through.pipes. 
The point o~ likeness between current flow and 
water flow is in amount. 
Pattern: Comparison-contrast 
Why? The likeness between tbe ideas is pointed out. 
Exercise Twenty-thr~e 
Main idea: You have only to look around you to realize the 
enormous amount of goods produced by machines 
in .America .. 
a. furniture 
b~ rugs 
c. clothes 
d. vacuum cleaners 
e. washing machines 
f. radio 
g .. telephone 
h. lighting equipment 
pattern: Conclusion-proof 
i. automobile 
j. streetcar 
k. train 
1. plane 
m. steam shovels 
n .. cranes 
o. tractors 
p. plows 
qe harvesters 
Why? A result is supported by statements of fact. 
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Answer Key-Continued 
Exercise Twenty-four 
Main idea: Tense nervous headaches need this relief. 
Pattern: Opinion-reason 
Why? The result is supported by statements of opinion. 
Purpose: To convince you so that you will s~e the merits 
of Koolhead Tablets. 
Where? Advertisements in magazines 3 in newspapers 3 ~on 
television often are written in an opinion-reason 
pattern. 
Why? Opinions are made to sound like facts. For example 3 
the second sentenc-e (beginning "surveys show1t) 
. • 
seems at first glance to state that three out of 
four doctors recommend Koolhead Tablets. irlhat it 
does state is that these doctors recommend the 
ingredients in Koolhead. This sounds.like a fact 
but it is not. What surveys? All surveys? some 
surveys? A survey by one person who called upon 
four doctors in a small neighborhood, or a survey 
conducted by a hundred men interviewing thousands 
of doctors tbr oughout the country? we are not told. 
Therefore we must regard this statement as opinion. 
we must be careful not to accept advertising 
claims as facts when they really are opinion . 
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ANSWER KEY 
PROGRESS TEST 
SECTION II 
SCRAMBLED PARAGRAPHS 
A. 4 F. 4 
3 6 
2 5 
1 2 
1 
3 
]3. 1 G. 4 
3 1 
5 3 
4 2 
2 
c. 1 - :H. 5 
4 2 
3 1 
2 3 
5 4 
6 
D. 1 I. 2 
~' 4 
3 3 
2 6 
4 1 
6 5 
E. 1 J. 6 
5 2 
tl- 1 
3 3• 
2 5 
6 4 
7 
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ANSWER KEY 
PROGRESS TEST 
SECTION III 
Directions for correcting: If your answer is similar to 
the main idea-given in the answer key, your main idea 
should be marked right. 
Example 1. 11This·tells why_ it is nice to walk in the woods 
during the f.all 11 would be right for Exercise A, because 
it has the same rrie aning a~ the answer given in the Answer 
Key. 
Example 2. 11 Animals l:i,.ve· in the· woods 11 would be ·wrong 
because this would not be the main idea of the entire 
selection. '. 
If you are doubtful about your answer check it 
with the teacher. 
Allow one point for each·correct main idea and 
allow- one point for each correctly named pattern. The 
most points that you can score in this section is 20. 
Exercise A 
Main i·dea: It is pleasant to ·walk through the woods in 
October. · 
pattern: Main idea-detai.ls. 
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Exercise B 
Main idea: Few young drivers know what to do, and what 
not to do, in case of an accident. 
pattern: Time. 
Exercise C 
Main idea: The food partnerships among plants and animals 
are often studied in food-chains. 
Pattern. Timev 
Exercise D 
Main idea: The 11 Nickel Plated Railro ad11 received its name 
from a newspaper reference. 
Pattern: Time. 
Exercise E 
Main idea:' Edison was one of our greatest inventors. 
pattern: Conclusion-proof. 
Exercise F 
Main idea: Buy 11 Soundo ~ n 
pattern: Opinion-reason 
Exercise G 
Main idea:· Ability to read well and quickly is more 
important in the ninth grade. 
pattern; Comparison-contract. 
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Exercise H 
Main idea: You Should use Regal Shampoo. 
Pattern: Opinion-reason. 
Exercise I 
Main idea: Plant enemies can be controlled by i~expensive 
methods of farming. 
Pattern: Conclusion-proof. 
Exerci-se J 
Main idea: In recent years the national government has 
passed laws regulating business concerns and 
-workers. 
Pattern: Main idea-details. 
OPTIONAL RELATED ACTIVITIES 
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PART FOUR 
OPTIONAL RELATED ACTIVITIES 
When you do the foll01:-1ing suggested activities you 
may work alone;t 1.:rith a partner or with your group. You 
may do any or all of the activities. Be sure to talk 
it over with your te, a..bJ:l.S>r b ef ore you start .. 
Activity One 
Can you make your own classification exercises of 
main idea-details? See if you can think of new ones not 
used in the first two exercises of this workbook. 
One student thought of the first one. How many 
more caD you add? 
a. clothes Main idea b. Main idea 
skirt detail detail 
dress detail detail 
blouse detail detail 
sweater detail detail 
c. Main idea d. Main idea 
detail detail 
detail detail 
detail detail 
det·ail detail 
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e. Main idea f. Main idea 
detail detail 
detail detail 
detail detail 
detail detail 
g. Main idea h. Main idea 
detail detail 
detail detail 
detail detail 
detail detail 
i. Main idea ~- Main idea 
detail detail 
detail detail 
detail detail 
detail detail 
ll[ •• Main ide a :]L._a Main idea 
detail detail 
detail detail 
detail detail 
detail detail 
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m .. Main idea n. Main idea 
detail ' detail :) 
detail detail 
detail detail 
detail detail 
Main idea P'. Hain idea o.__________________ ----------------~ 
detail detail 
------------------ ------------------
detail detail 
------------------ ----------------~ 
detail 
------------------
detail 
----------------~ 
detail detail 
------------------
------------------
q. Main idea r. Main idea 
detail detail 
detail detail 
detail detail 
detail detail 
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Activity Two 
Can you make your own classification exercises of the 
Time Pattern? see if you can think of new exercises not 
used in exercise three of this workbook. 
One ninth grader suggested the first one. How many 
Time Patterns can you add? 
a. infant ( 1) b. ( 1) 
child ( 2) ( 2) 
adolescent (3) (3) 
young adult (4) (4) 
adult (.5) ( 5) 
Q. ( 1) d. ( 1) 
( 2) (2) 
(3) (3) 
(4) (4) 
(.5) (5) 
e. ( 1) f. ( 1) 
( 2) (2) 
(3) (3) 
(4) (4) 
(5) (.5) 
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g. ( 1) h. ( 1) 
( 2) ( 2) 
(3) (3) 
(4) (4) 
(5) (.5) 
i. ( 1) j. ( 1) 
( 2) (2) 
(3) (3) 
(4) (4) 
(.5) (.5) ' 
k. ( 1) 1. ( l) 
( 2) ( 2) 
( B,.) (3) 
(~). (4) 
(.5) (.5) 
m. ( 1) n.. ( 1) 
( 2) ( 2) 
(3) (3) 
(4) (4) 
(.5) (.5) 
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o. ( 1) P• ( 1) 
(2) (2) 
(3) (3) 
(4) (4) 
(5) (5) 
q. ( 1) re ( 1) 
( 2) (2) 
(3) (3) 
(4) (4) 
(5) (5) 
s. ( 1) t. ( 1) 
(2) ( 2) 
(3) (3) 
(4) (4) 
( 5) (5) 
u. ( 1) v. ( 1) 
(2) (2) 
(3) (3) 
(4) (4) 
(5) (5) 
!i 
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Activity Three 
How many COMPARISON-CONTRAST PATTERNS can you create 
similar to those in Exercise Four of this workbook? 
A dictionary of synonyms and antonyms will help yo~ 
in this activity. 
Example: 
a. bachelor, male, maiden, boy, lady~ man, woman, 
female, girls, gentlemen 
male female 
boy woman 
gentleman lady 
bachelor maiden 
b. 
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c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
-----------------------------------------
g. -----------------------------------------
h. --------------~-------------------------
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Optional Related Activity - Continued 
Activity Four 
To help you better understand the difference between 
THE CONCLUSION-PROOF PATTERN and THE OPINION-REASON PATTERN 
you must be able to distinguish between a statement that is 
a fact and a statement that is an opinion. A good practice 
is to write your own statements and after each statement, 
circle the F if your statement is a fact or circle the 0 if 
your statement is an opinion. Be able to tell why each 
statement is- a fact or an opinion. See Exercise Five of 
the workbook for more exrunples. 
Example: 
A. Reading fairy tales is foolish since they are 
not true9 F 0 
B. Free land attracted some settlers to the west. F 0 
How many statements can you add? Write your statements 
on the answer spaces provided. 
1. 
F 0 
2. 
F 0 
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Activity Four - Continued 
J. 
F 0 
4· 
F 0 
F 0 
6. 
F 0 
F 0 
8.' 
----------------------------------------------------
F 0 
9. < 
----------------------------------------------------
F 0 
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Activity Five 
In the main idea-details pattern the main idea is de-
veloped by a list o~ details. Find five paragraphs in your 
textbooks that are examples of this type of development. 
Write the main idea and list the details in the space below. 
a. 
Main idea 
detail 
detail 
detail 
detail 
detail 
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b. 
Main idea 
detail 
detail 
detail 
detail 
detail 
c. ______________________________________________________ __ 
Main idea 
detail 
detail 
detail 
detail 
detail 
Main idea 
detail 
detail 
detail 
detail 
detail 
e. 
Main idea 
detail 
detail 
detail 
detail 
detail 
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Activity Six 
If you recognize the pattern of organization in your 
reading taking notes is much easier. Here is a guide for 
note taking. 
Guide for Note Taking 
1. Be accurate· 
2. Include all important details· 
J. use your own ~ordsJ so far as possible· 
4. Recognize the organizational pattern and use it to· 
organize your o~n notes. * 
5. Be brief - omit illustrations and minor details· 
6. Use abbreviations that ~ill be understandable to· 
you later. 
* This is our main concern in this ~orkbook. 
Group leaders are to assign a full page from one of 
your textbooks to each member of his group (a different page 
to each member naturally) • Each member takes notes for his 
page and reads his outline to the group. All members of the 
group evaluate each outline according to the ~uide for Note 
Taking. 
Write your notes in the spaces. 
Name of book 
Pg.ge 
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Activity seven 
You can gain some of our finest training in speaking 
before the class if you carefully plan a topic sentence 
and a clincher for each main idea that you develop in your 
talk. In between the topic sen~ence and the final or 
clincher sentence your thoughts must be expressed in some 
organized pattern as they were in the writing assignments 
of this workbook. Choose a topic that you have presented,, 
or are about to present in another class, and develop two 
sections (paragraphs) of your talk for presentation to 
your group. The group chairman should appoint the two 
best to be given before the class. Stick to the five 
patterns o:f the workbook because the class should recognize / 
the pattern in your talk. 
Outline your talk in the space below and on the fol-
lowing page. when you are fairly sure that you know your 
talk in an organized pattern, give your outline to a part-
ner. As you practice your talk, your partner will follow 
your outline to be sure that you keep to the pattern. 
Name of talk 
The purpose of my talk is to 
· pattern or patterns used. 
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Activity Eight 
WheD: you take notes in social studies or ancient 
history., you read(. for the main idea. You should also 
listen for a speaker's main idea. For practice have a 
partner read at least two pages to you from your social 
studies textbook9 As your partner reads you are to list 
the main ideas (not the details). Be sure to write the 
name a_n.d author of the textbook and the pages which were 
read to you. 
Textbook 
Author Pages 
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Activity Nine 
Alone or with a partner collect and prepare bulletin 
board material that will show the importance or organiza-
tion patterns. For example you might prepare a poster 
labeled norganizing Is Important. n On the poster you 
might show a dress pattern beside a picture or the rinished 
dress. You could show blueprints beside pictures or com-
pleted buildings. Also you could draw diagrams or rootball 
plays or baseball scorecards and place them next to pic-
tures of these games. Maps of! proposed roads could be 
shown with pictures of the rinished roads. Probably you 
can think of many more ideas that show the importance of 
organization in many jobs, sports and hobbies .. 
Activity Ten 
Do Optional Related Activity 9 on a smaller scale 
for your notebook. Be prepared to show your display 
material to the class. 
Activity Eleven 
You dontt have to be an artist to do this one but 
talent along this line will help. Prepare bulletin board 
material illustrating the main idea-detail pattern. For 
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example you might draw pillows, chair-arms, chair-legs, 
chair-backs, upholstery material (supporting details). 
Then you might draw the chair-frame (main idea) and the 
assembled chair (the complete paragraph) • You should be 
able to draw several examples along this line.. Submit 
your ideas to your group. They will choose the best to 
be illustrated for the bulletin board. 
Activity Twelve 
Do Optional Related Activity ll on a smaller scale 
from your notebook. Be prepared to show this material to 
the class. 
Activity Thirteen 
T.V. and radio listings in newspapers and magazines 
such as T. V. GUIDE are examples of time patterns. Pre-
pare a poster for the bulletin board that illustrates 
this pattern. Timetables for buses or trains also are 
good examples of this pattern. How many more examples 
can you find? You may work with a partner collecting 
and assembling material for display. 
Activity Fourteen 
Do Optional Related Activity 13 on a smaller scale 
f'or your notebook. Be prepared to show this material to 
the class. 
Activity Fifteen 
Can you find sui table bulletin board material that 
points out likenesses or dif'f'erences? Many advertisements 
contrast the 11 oldlt with the ttnewtt. Prepare a poster illus-
trating the comparison~contrast pattern. 
Activity Sixteen 
Do Optional Related Activity 15 on E), smaller scale 
f'or your notebook. Be prepared to show this material to 
the class. 
Activity Seventeen 
Can you create a poster that would illustrate the 
conclusion-proof and the opinion-reason patterns? One 
student showed a sturdy pile of' textbooks, graphs and 
charts to depict conclusion-proof. Another drew a 
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man (labeled result) swaying unsteadily on a tightrope 
(labeled opinion) as an example of opinion-reason* 
Create your own poster illustrating both patterns. 
Activity Eighteen 
Do Optional Related Activity 17 on a smaller scale 
for your notebook. 
to the class. 
Be prepared to explain this material 
The following activities~ Activities 19 through 28, 
are to be written in your notebooke Follow the direc-
tions for Writing and Speaking Assignments on page 133. 
Use the Classified List of Writing and Speaking Topics 
for developing your own topics. 
Activity Ninetaen 
Write a paragraph in a main idea-details pattern. 
Use 1.Yri ting Assignment Four as a model. 
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Activity Twenty 
Write a paragraph in a time pattern. Use Writing 
Assignment Five as a model. 
Activity Twenty-one 
Write a paragraph in a comparison-contrast pattern. 
Use Writing Assignment Six as a model. 
Activity Twenty-two 
Write a paragraph in a conclusion-proof pattern. 
use Writing Assignment Seven as a model. 
Activity Twenty-t~~ee 
Write a paragraph in an opinion-reason pattern. 
Use Writing Assignment Eight as a modela 
Activity Twenty-four 
Prepare a talk in a main-idea-details pattern. Use 
Speaking Assignment Four as a model. 
Activity Tw~nty-five 
Prepare a talk in a time pattern. Use Speaking 
Assignment Five as a model. 
Activity Twenty-six 
Prepare a talk in a comparison-contrast pattern. 
Use Speaking Assignment Six as a model. 
Activity Twenty~seven 
Prepare a talk in a conclusion-proof pattern. 
Use Speaking Assignment Seven for a model. 
Activity Twenty-eight 
Prepare a talk in an opinion-reason pattern. 
Use Speaking Assignment Eight as a model. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
summary 
This workbook has been developed to provide exercises 
to improve ability of ninth grade students to receive ideas 
in organized patterns and to give ideas in organized pat-
terns o Many of the exercises are origina~.J while others 
are adapted from textbooks 3 magazines and other similar 
sources. 
These exercises give opportunity for the practice of 
skills that often are not well provided for by textbooks. 
They are developed to increase ability in a basic skill of 
the four language areas·and are designed to provide for 
individual differences in class work. 
suggestions for Further study 
1~ Use the materials in the classroom to test their 
validity. 
2. Increase the number and variety of exercises. 
3. Use the material on low and high ability groups 
to test its difficulty and effectiveness. 
4· Develop similar exercises for use on other grade 
levels in the secondary school. 
5. Design a formal test to determine organizational 
ability in each of the language areas and for 
each grade level of the secondary school. 
6. Provide research to indicate at what age levels 
and by what means organizational skills are best 
taught. 
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APPENDIX 
THE DOROTHY M. GILBRIDE TEST TO MEASURE ABILITY 
TO ORGANIZE PARAGRAPHS 
Name • .. . .. . .• . . . .. . . . . . Date o:f Testing • • • . . .. . .. . 
Age • ,Date o!.Birth. . . . . . . . . .. . , . 
(month) 
. .. . . .- .. . . . 
(day) 
. . . . . . 
(year) 
Teacher 1 s Name . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . .. 
School ••••• •• City. • State • . . . . . . . . . . . . 
i---· -- ------
l t j·--PM ---- TEST 
~- ----11- --- ---
----+ -- -- --· ·; 
__ R._a_" Score · PercOntile R~nl< I TEST RECORD 
1 I Editing Paragraphs :for Order o:f Detail 
1 Recognizing Misplaced Sen§ences • • • • ~ f 
Correcting Order • • • • • • • • • • l 
.1-----+-- ---- ------- ___ .........,.. ----lf-------...---· 
II. ecognizing Main Ideas and Subordinat-
1 
ing Minor Ideas 
Recognizing Main Ideas ••.•••.••• 
Subordinating Minor Ideas ••••••• 
i III. I Or;.,. in the Development of Topic 
Sentences 
I 
IV. Recognizing Topic Sentences and Subor--,-
dinating Details 
Recognizing Topic Sentences •••••• 
Subordinating Details ••••••••••• 
Total 
PART I 
EDITING PARAGRAPHS FOR ORDER OF DETAILS 
Directions! 
In each paragraph of Part I~ every sentence has a number. 
One sentence in each paragraph has been misplaced; that is, 
it belongs in another part of the paragraph. 
Recognizing the Misplaced. Sentence: 
Find the· misplaced sentence. 
Copy its number in the answer space at the right under 
Misplaced Sentence. 
Correcting the Order:. 
Decide where in the paragraph the misplaced sentence 
should have been written. 
In the answer spaces at the right, under Correct Order, 
copy the numbers of all the sentences of the paragraph 
in the order you think correct. 
THERE IS ONLY ONE MISPLACED SENTENCE IN EACH PARJtGRAPH. 
Sample: War God of th~ Viking$ 
1. Thor, the Vikings' war god, was one of the strongest of 
the gods. 2. He wielded the thunder. an<;l lightning and caused 
storms that brought grea"'i suffering to many people. 3. When 
he was aroused, the noise of his anger was terrible. 4. He 
was very quarrelsome, of~en cruel and violent. 5. Sometimes 
he fell into unctrollable fits of anger. 6. This god was 
always ready for adventure. 
Misplaced 
Sentence 
Correct 
Order 
1 
2 
4 
5 
3 
6 
l. 
------------- -----------------------~-------~--------------~----------------~------
l. Our Chinese Latindryman 
1. Our Laundryman is a real Oriental both in feature 
and in costume,. 2. He is small and rather tl:Un. 3. His 
skin is yellow and he has slanting eyes, high cheek bones; 
and a small mouth that discloses very white teeth when he 
smiles. 4. On his feet he wears straw sandals. 5. His hair 
is black and is braided in a queue. 6. He wears the tradi-
tional Chinese costume with small dragons embroidered in 
gold on the sleeves. 7. In every way he is truly representa-
tive of his native land. 
Go on to the next page. 
Misplaced 
Sentence 
Correct 
Order 
• 
2. The Big League Players 
1. The big-league players work very hard to play in 
the World Series. 2. The players start to t-rain early 
every spring. 3. At the training camps the players· spend 
all their time on baseball •. 4. The camps have pitching 
mounds and sandpi ts, areas .for batting practice, and . 
machines for exercise. 5. The life of a baseball player 
is not easy, yet these men wouldntt trade it for anything 
else in the world. 
Misplaced 
Sentence 
2. 
Correct Order 
---------------------------------------~--------------------------------~----------
3. Pierre 
4. 
1. Pierre was very kind to the new settlers. 
2. During the planting season he would help them plow 
and sow their lands. 3. If a peasant was too poor to 
own a horse,. Pierre would harness himself to the plow 
and do more work than the horses. 4. He would help 
them clear off the land they had selected for their farms. 
5. Many people said that Pierre LeBrant was the kindest 
man in the world. 
Our Hero 
1. Prince, our beautiful white collie, is a guard, 
protector and hero. 2. When.mother puts the baby out in 
his carriage, Prince sits faithfully beside it until she 
returns. 3. His most noble act occurred last summer at 
the beach. 4. My three-year-old sister fell off the pier; 
Prince rescued her instantly. 5. We are certainly proud 
of our dog. 6. If a stranger comes inside the gate he 
statts barking and continues to bark until told to stop. 
Misplaced 
Sentenc·e 
Correct Order 
Misplaced 
Sentence 
0 orrect Order 
----------------------------------------------··-------------------------------------
5. Closer Union of Nations 
1. The radio and the airplane have made far dis-
Misplaced 
Sentence 
tant parts of the world seem very close indeed.. 2. A Correct Order 
mere turn of a dial brings a. broadcast from the other 
side of the world. 3. A week-end trip to London is even 
now a possibility. 4~ News from Sydney can reach Bos-
tonians as quickly as it can reach Australians them-
selves. 5. Travel by plane takes people with breath-
taking speed over land and sea. 6. You can breakfast in 
Boston, have lunch in St. Louis and attend a late 
------eveaiag-eafi~aet-ia-~es-ARge±es.--1·-Raaies-aaa-ai~laaes--------------------­
are uniting nations. 
Score: Misplaced Sentence 
Correct Order 
Part I Score 
PART II 
RECOGNIZING MAIN IDEAS Al:ID SUIDRDDUTING MINOR IDEAS 
Directions: 
In each section of Part II, there is a list of related items 
containing one Main Idea and several Minor Ideas. 
Recognizing Main Ideas: 
Find the Main Idea, the most important idea in the group. 
In the answer space at the right, number the Main Idea 1. 
Subordinating Minor Ideas:- . 
The items that remain after the Main Idea has been 
selected, are Minor Ideas. 
In the answer spaces at the right, number the Minor Ideas 
in the order in which they would best develop the Main 
Idea. 
Sample: Civil War 
Revolutionary War 
Famous Military Events in U.S. 
War of 1812 
1. Stagecoach 
Automobile 
ox Cart 
Travel by Land 
Electric car 
Steam train 
2. Cultivate the soil 
How to plant a garden 
Plant the seed 
Select suitable 
location 
Decide on plants 
3. Making sandwiches 
Deciding the menu 
Packing lunch basket 
Making shopping list 
Checking purchases 
Buying items 
Preparing picnic lunch 
4. Gray Water 
Sunrice at sea 
Deepening colors in 
sky 
Path of gold 
5. Following directions 
Adding the tail 
Making a kite 
Getting materials 
Assembling parts 
6. Building set on fire 
Men shot down 
Women and children 
killed 
Indians attack fort 
Indians sneak up on 
stockade 
Guard killed 
Scores 
Main Ideas: 
Minor Ideas: 
Score for Part II 
3. 
4 
2 
l 
3 
PART III 
ORDER IN THE DEVEIDPrviENT OF TOPIC SENTENCES 
Directions: 
l~ 
In each section of Part III, the underlined. sentence is 
the topic sentence or main sentence of the paragraph. 
The order of the developing sentences that follow it 
is incorrect. 
Decide which of the developing sentences should be first. 
Write the number 1 in the answer space to the right of 
the sentence you have selected. 
Decide which of the developing sentences should be second1 
Write the number 2 in the answer space to the right of 
your second choice. 
Continue numbering the remaining sentences of each section 
until all answer spaces have been filled, 
Butterwort 
lbg;~~~~§~~Q~~-g£Q~~-tg_g~~E-E1~~~~-=-~1QQg_@~~~§~2, 
in_marshes~_or_on-~et_roQkSo 
Its leaves grow in a cluster near the ground. 
When an insect lights on a leaf, the edges curl 
up and crush the insect which the plant then 
digests. 
The leaf curls up so tightly that it is almost 
impossible to uncurl it. 
They are broad, somewhat soft, and have shiny, 
si:tcky covering that attracts the insects. 
The Owl 
~~~-~~~~~~~-~~~-~~~~-12~~ .. ~~~-~!~~:_~~~~-~~~-~~-~::::}; 
that_liYed_in_the_forest_near_bis_home~ 
When he had read the book from beginning to end, he 
thought, ttThat 1 s the most interesting book Pve 
ever read. I'll return to the woods and try to 
find thE ow.l." 
This big owl was Dan's reason for studying a bird 
book, and as he read further his interest grew. 
They catch mice, frogs and other small animals, 
which they share with their young. 
Re learned that the owl and his mate hunt at night. 
Go right on to next page. 
4. 
1 
3 
2 
2. Charles. Dickens 
glt~~~~-12~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~-~~:r-.~~~~~:e~-~~-~-~~:[. 
While his father was in prison, Charles had to go to 
work in a shoe-blacking factory. 
At the age of nine he moved With his family to a 
shabby dwelling outside London. 
Charles had little schooling after this but read all 
the books he could get. 
He was only ten years old when his father was thrown 
into debtors prison. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3 .. Simon Bolivar 
He was conscious of his charm and paid a great deal of 
attention to his clothes, setting the fashion in 
coats, hats, waistcoats and trousers. 
His deepset eyes were extraordinarily dark and his 
teeth were sparkling. 
He was of medium height - five feet and six inches -
but he was so slender and carried himself so well 
that it seemed as if he were taller. 
His face, between his black side-whiskers, was long 
and thin and very white. 
-------------------------------------------~---------· -------------------··---------
4. How Turpentine Is Made 
The heat converts the turpentine into vapor, which 
rises and passes through a tube. 
Every few days it is collected and taken to the distillery 
where it is mixed With water and heated in a great kettle. 
The sap consists of resin and turpentine. 
Strips of bark are cut from the trees, and the sticky 
sap runs down and fills the notches (called 11boxesll) 
that have beBn cut into the wood. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Go right on to the next page. 
5. A Fish Story 
~~~~~g-~!!~~-!~~~~-~~-f~~e-~~~~~~~-
He told me all about an eighteen inch perch he had 
caught. 
The perch was now eight inches long. 
This story was told me by a boy who had come from 
a fishing trip. 
I found out that the boy had not even gone on a 
fishing trip but with a net had caught a gold-
fish in a near-by pond. 
A few weeks later he told me the story again. 
6. 
------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
6. The Pitcher Plant 
Th§-2~~£h§£-2~§~~-g§~~-~~~-~§ill§_f~Qill_~h§_f§£~-~h§~-~~2 
le~Y~§-~~§giDQl§_~t~gh§t§~ 
Some of these plants are large enough to catch 
pigeons and mice. 
1rlhen an insect falls into the pitcher, the steep, smooth walls 
and the barrier of hairs prevent him from getting out. 
The insect drowns, and its body is dissolved by the 
juices in the leaf. 
The long bristly hairs on the inside of the leaf 
point downward. 
Rain water and juice from the plant collect within 
the pitchers. 
--------------------------------------------·-----------------------------------------
A Quick Escape 
A crackling_in_th~_YOde~b~~~-QlQ§~_tQ_our_moQ~iog 
gaYe-~aroiug_Q!_g~uggr_lYtking~ng~-Q~. 
Tom, my sole mate on the trip, gave a firm push with 
one of the oars and sent the boat out faster. 
Suddenly from a thicket in the very spot where ~e had 
been sitting so peacefully, came a big brown bear. 
I reached quickly for the rope that tied the boat 
to a tree stump on the river 1 s edge. 
In less than a minute I had untied the rope and we 
began to drift from the shore. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Score tor Part lii 
PART rr 
RECOGNIZING TOPIC SENTENCES Al~D SUBORDINATING DETAILS 
Directions: 
In each section o£ Part IV, the sentences are in incorrect order. 
Among the sentences in each section, one sentence is the main 
sentence or Topic Sentence. The remaining sentences are the 
developing sentences, or details. 
Recognizing Topic Sentences: 
Find the Topic Sentence, the most important sentence in 
each set of sentences. In the answer space to the right 
of the sentence you have selected, write the number 1. 
Subordinating Details: 
Sample: 
Find the sentence that should immediately £allow the 
Topic Sentence. 
Write the number 2 in the answer space to the right 
of this sentence. 
Continue numbering each item, in the order you think it 
should be written, until every item in each section 
has a number. 
A Waterfall 
Then falling again they reflected light in a beauti£ul 
rainbow. 
Tons of water seemed to be rushing to some unseen goal 
as if chased by terrible demons. 
All about were myriads of tiny diamonds that floated 
off toward the horizon and melted into the atmos-
phere. 
Rushing uncontrollably, the waters catapulted down the 
clil£ only to be thrown up again in the foaming spray. 
3 
1 
2 
4 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1. Crops from the Gulf States 
Over half o£ our rice crop grows on the warm, well-
watered coastal lands of Louisiana and Texas. 
Most of the sugar cane produced in this country is 
grown on the Mississippi delta of Louisiana .• 
Sugar cane, rice, and citrus fruits are the leading 
crops of the subtropical belt. 
In Florida the citrus-fruit industry has been developed 
on a large scale since 1880 in response to demands 
from other parts of the country. 
2. 
3. 
The Raft 
Several days were spent in selecting the right size 
trees, in chopping them down, and- in sawing logs .• 
Jerry 1 s father, who owned a patch of woods, gave the 
boys permission. to cut whatever wood they needed. 
The boys then made .a solid framB of the heaviest logs. 
To this frame the smaller logs were nailed securely. 
Jerry and his friends decided to build a raft.-
Within a week the raft was ready to launch upon the 
shallow river. 
Lou Gherig 
It was when playing on a high school team that he 
first won fame. 
Lou Gherig was a great favorite with baseball fans. 
Later he made four home runs in one game~ 
Lou Gherig was one of the most famour Yankee players. 
He played 2130 consecutive games of baseball. 
B. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Making Candles in Colonial Days 
After the molds were filled the candles cooled 
slowly. 
The candles were made in molds, which usually held 
three, six, or nine dandles. 
Down the center of the mold was a wick which was 
fastened at the bottom by being passed through 
a hole and knotted. 
Melted beef and mutton fat was poured into a trough 
at the top of the mold. 
They were then ready for use. 
---------------------------------------------~---------------------------------------
5. 
6. 
Atomic Energy 
Some day it may be useful as fuel and for many other 
things. 
These men have made bombs, but they are also trying to 
find out how atomic energy can help people. 
In Los Alamos, scientists are-working on atomic energy. 
Atomic energy may be able to cure diseases •. 
They are trying to solve the mysteriea of the atom. 
Pony Express Riders . 
Since the pony express tra-veled fast, the horses could 
not carry heavy loads • 
Top weight for a rider was 125 pounds. 
Most of them were young fellows in their early twenties, 
still young enough to like danger and excitement. 
Buffalo Bill was the most famous of all riders. 
Pony express riders were a picked band of daring 
horsemen. 
They had to be for they risked their lives on every trip. 
9. 
-----------------------------------------~------------------------------------------
The Enchanted Ring 
Ivan was no longer safe, even in his oWh kingdom, and 
so he went in search of the stolen ring. 
One day the boy's wicked uncle arranged for a raven to 
steal the ring. 
Ivan was a young prince who owned an enchanted ring 
that would keep him from all harm. 
After that the uncle shut the boy's mother in an iron 
tower. 
Now the young prince determined that he would try to 
recover the ring, then return home, rescue his 
mother and seize the kingdom from his uncle. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------~--------------------
Score: Topic Sentence 
Order of Details 
Score for Part IV 
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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of the thesis is to construct a work-
book of e~ere1ses to improve .the ability of ninth grade 
students to receive ideas in organized patterns and to 
give ideas in organized patterns. 
Research indicates that there is need for 
improvement of organizational ability in each of 
the language areas on the ninth grade level.. work-
books reviewed in the thesis were developed primarily 
to improve organizational ability in reading~ a receiv-
ing part of the communicative process, and experimental 
studies give evidence that workbooks of organizational 
exercises have value. Therefore, because the language 
arts reinforce one another~ this thesis presents organ-
izational exercises in both the receptive and the 
creative language areas of reading~ writing, speaking, 
and listening. 
The term organizational pattern as used in the 
thesis refers.to the various blueprints or plans use.a 
by speakers or writers to present their ideas. It is 
a means of developing their thought or topic. 
2 
After studying several source books that identify 
patterns of organization, the writer confined tfu.e work-
book to five pat terns: 
Main idea-details; The main idea is 
supported, expanded or enlarged upon 
by a list of details. 
Time; The order in which events happen. 
Comparison-contrast: Two ideas are 
compared for similarities or contrasted 
for differences. 
Conclusion-proof: A result is supported 
by statements of fact. 
Opinion-reason: A result is supported 
by statements of opinion. 
The workbook proceeds from classification exercises of 
these five organizational patterns. - Identification of 
these patterns is required in reading and listening 
exercises. The student also must organize his own 
thoughts according to these patterns in speaking and 
writing assignments. 
The workbook is designed to allow the student 
to proceed at his optimum pace. He is encouraged to 
correct his work following each exercise. Progress 
Tests enable the student to evaluate his performance. 
Optional Related Activities a:r.:e provided for enrichment 
3 
of faster learners. However, the teacher might assign 
a particular Optional Related Activity when a student 
needs additional practice in the skill covered by that 
activity. 
Material for the workbook is original or has been 
adapted from: 
Eighthgrade science textbooks. 
Eighth grade social studies textbooks. 
Books estimated to have lower than 
ninth grade vocabulary. 
Articles with teenage appeal from 
newspapers and magazines. 
Jobsheets, units and workbooks on the 
junior high school level. 
The following limitations to the thesis are 
recognized: 
1. The exercises in the workbook are 
designed for the ninth grade level. 
2. The vocabulary is estimated to be 
below ninth grade level.. A read-
ability formula has not been applied. 
3. The workbook has not been evaluated. 
4 .. The workbookt s effectiveness ultimately. 
depends on the use that is made of it. 
4 
The exercises give opportunity for the practice 
of skills that often are not well provided for by text-
books. They are developed to increase ability in a 
basic skill of the four language areas and are designed 
to provide for individual differences in class work. 
The thesis makes the following suggestions for 
further study: 
1. Use the materials in the classroom 
to test their validity. 
2. Increase the number and variety of 
exercises. 
3. Use the material on low and high 
ability groups to test its difficulty 
and effectiveness. 
4•. Develop similar exercises for use on 
other grade levels in the secondary 
school. 
5. Design a formal test to determine 
organizational ability in each of 
the language areas and for each 
grade level of the secondary school. 
6. Provide research to indicate at what 
age levels and by what means organiza-
tional skills are best taught. 
